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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, October 2, 1972

Ten Accidents Reported
By Police Over Weekend
Ten accidents were investigated by the Murray Police
Department over the weekend,
'"Education uncontrolled by with injuries reported in three
good character is more of the accidents.
dangerous in society than
The first accident occurred
ignorance armed with a Friday morning at 11;35 a.m. on
weapon"...Dr. James D. the 121 Bypass. Cars involved
Carter.
were driven by Lawrence E.
Sparks, Route Two, and Harold
"Work
J. Everett, Canterbury Estates,
.1 am work.
according to police reports.
I am the exercise of ,atoms„
Police said the cars were both
the essence of being, and the traveling east on the Bypass
when the accident occurred.
power of life.
I am the precipitation of in- Damage to the Sparks car was
spiration, the operation of the to the front grill and bummind, and the dedication of per, and damage to the Everett
car was to the rear end, achands.
I am the embrace of op- cording to police.
The second accident Friday
portunity, the application of the
individual and the fabrication of occurred at 3:17 p.m. at the
sliccess.
intersection of 10th and
I am the substance of history, Chestnut.-Cars involved were
the master of the times and the driven by Nancy M. McClure, of
Hazel, and Frances L. Outland,
projector of the future.
I am the spinner of delight, of Alrno., according to police
the builder of pleasure, and the reports.
The McClure car was headed
creator of joy. I am the pregenitor of peace, west on Chestnut, backing, and
the warder of the world, and the the- &attend car was headed
south on 10th when the-accident
Word of God.
.
For lam work."....Milford E.
Shields.

Youth, McGovern To
Meet Here Tuesday

occurred, according to police.
Damage to the McClure car was
to the rear bumper and light,
and damage to the Outland car
was to the left door, according
to department records.
At 337 p.m., the third accident of. the day occurred on S.
5th. Cars involved were driven
by Nancy C. Hendon, 1200 E.
Dogwood,and John L. Atkins, of
Hopkinsville, according to
police reports.
Policec said the Hendon car
was headed north on S. 5th and
the Atkins carsvas headed south
on 5th when the ,collision occurred. Damage td the Hendon
car was to the left front fender
and bumper and damage to the
Atkins car was to' the left door
and quarter panel, according to
police records.
Cars driven by Theron P.
Ray of Sedalia, William L.
Lawrence, 617 Broad, and
Marshall P. Jones, 1.313 W.
Main, were involved in a threecar accident at the intersection
of 15th and Main Friday at 4:43
p.m., according to police.
Investigating officers said the
Ray vehicle was headed north
on 15th, the Lawrence car was
headed east on Main, and the
Jones car. was headed west on
15th wThen the collision occurred.
Damage to the Ray car was to
the right front, damage to the
Lawrence car was to the front
and right side, and damage to
e Jones car was to the front
nd, according taspolice.
At 4:53 p.m. Friday, a two-car
collision occurred at the intersection of 9th and Olive. Cars
involved were driven by Shirley
C. Martin, 1618 Kirkwood, and
Gerald L. Carter, 800 Olive,
according to police.
Investigating officers said the
Martin vehicle was headed west
on Olive, and the Carter vehicle
was headed north on 9th when
the collision occurred.
Damge to the Martin vehicle
was to the left side, and damage,
(Continued on Page Fourteen)

C.C. Moseley, the multimillionaire who has turned into
quite a critic: says "The
The Calloway County Youth
politicians are babbling about
For McGovern will hold their
"loopholes" but they always
weekly meeting Tuesday
carefully evade the greatest
evening at eight p.in, at the
loophole of all. Congressional
Democratic Headquarters in
authority to create deficit
Murray.
This is to be a very important
(Continued on Page Fourteen)
meeting and Steve Moody,
president of the organization,
BYW MEET
urges all members and visitors
of
Women
-The Baptist Young
to attend.
'the Flint Missionary Baptist
Church will meet Wednesday at
sevem p.m. at the church with
Mrs. Dortha Stubblefield in
charge of the program. All
BYW members are urged to
attend
Three persons, injured in
accidents,.Were-among those
Created it-Thi- eibtgArricy r
of the Murray-Calloway Couhty
Hospital on Saturday and
Fair with rising temperatures Sunday, according to hospital
today through Tuesday. -High. officials.
Examined at nine p.m.
today in low to mid 70s. Low
tonight 48- to 53. High Tuesday Saturday. was Mrs. Louise
The Faxon Mothers Club will
78 to 80. Wednesday partly Overby, 1630 Farmer Avenue,
Murray. She was reported to meet Wednesday, October 4, at
cloudy and wanner.
have been in an automobile 1:30 p.m. at the school.
Cook books compiled and
accident.
Extended Outlook
Sunday at ten a.m. two published by the mothers will be
KENTUCKY
persons, injured in an distributed for sale. Persons
Outlook Wednesay through
Friday: Sunny and mild days, automobile -accident were may call 753-3747 or 753-7466 if
fair and cool nights Wednesday treated. They were Mary they desire to buy a cookbook, a
through Friday. Early morning .Vinson, laceration of the lip, club spokesman said.
All mothers are urged to
lows will be in the 50s and and Freddie Vinson, age nine,
afternoon highs in the upper 70s lacerations of lip and chin, both attend the meeting on Wednesday.
and low 80s.
of Murray Route Two.

Faxon Mothers To -Meet On Wednesday

WILSON HOME BURNS-Max Dowdy is silhouetted by the flames which destroyed the home of
Calloway Deputy Sheriff Maurice Wilson early Sunday morning. The Calloway County Rescue Squad
battled the blaze for over seven-Mears in an attempt to bring the fire under control.

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)
partisan crowd to symbolize reKentucky's 5-per-cent sales tax peal of the tax.
on food was lifted Sunday
In addition, $75 worth of groamidst celebrations by state ceries which no longer will be
Democratic leaders and appar- taxed was exhibited on tables
ently a minimum of befuddle- behincl Ferd and Huddleston.
ment on the part of sales clerks
"Nwus- topk it away and
and consumers.
we're giving it back," Ford
In Frankfort, Democratic said, referring to former Gov.
state leaders got together Sat- Louie Nunn, Who is Huddles.:
urday for an inforral celebra- ton's GOP opponent for the Notion, highlighted by Gov. Wen- vember senatorial election.
dell Ford and state Sen. Walter
Huddleston said the repeal
Dee Huddleston standing in marked one of the most sigfront of a large motel room and aificant days ever for the
tossing $2 worth of nickels at a people of Kentucky" and said
Ford had kept his promise by
pushing for repeal of the-tait,,j9
contrast to Nunn who he said
had broke his no-tax promise

Evangelism School
Planned At Church

WIN t Witness Involvement
Now) Lay Evangelism School
for the churches in Blood River
Baptist Association will be held
Octoher _2
Memorial Baptist-Church.-- Rev.._,J. Hicks Shelton,
Director of Evangelism for
Kentucky Baptist Convention,
will be the teacher and leader.
the
Each
church
in
Association is urged to send at
least three representatives to
receive the training. These
members can then go back to
their churches and conduct a
similar school. Any church that
does not plan to have a school
may -send as many trainees as
desired.
A nursery will be provided.
Also, a study room for older
children is available.

BE PATIENT
Be patient with the cashiers
at local grocery stores in the
coming weeks. The reason is
that the five cents sales tax on
food came off Sunday and the
cashiers will have some difficulty for several days until
they learn exactly which Items are taxable and widely are
not. For instance peanuts are
not taxable, but chocolate
covered peanuts are. Meat,
potatoes and bread are not
taxable, but toothpaste,
tissues and soft drinks are. It
will take: some time before
cashiers in local stores will be
able to keep'a mental note on
what is taxable and what is
not.

An open meeting of the Kappa
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will be held
Tuesday,October 3, at 7:30 pin.
at the club house.
The program will be a style
show with fashions from The
Place. Models will - be
Mesdames James Boone,
Charles Hoke, .Hal Houston,
Dick Hutson; Wells Piudorn,
Jr., and, Rob Ra'
Mrs. Glen Grogan, chairman,
urgest all members to invite
guests to the meeting.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Rex Thompien, Dwain Taylor;
James Sullivan, Dan Shipley,
Glen Grogan, and James
Stahler.

Delta Department Will
Have Dinner Meeting
The Delta Department• of the
Murray Worlian's-Club will °Penthe club'yà With-a dinner
meeting at the club house on
Tuesday, October 3, at 6:30 p.m.
Mrs. Vernon Shown will be•
guest soloist for the meeting.
Members of the program
committee are Mrs. Stanford
Andrus, Mrs. Ewen Allbritten,
Mrs. Dwight Crisp, and Mrs.
Jack Kennedy.
The department chairman,
Mrs. Walter Baker, urges all
members to attend. Hostesses
will be Miss Lorenen Swann,
Mesdames. A.C. - Sanders,
Myrtle Wall, R.H. Thurman,
Ronald Churchill, and Loren
Adams.

The home of Calloway Deputy
Sheriff Maurice Wilson family,
located on the Van Cleve Road,
was destroyed by fire Sunday,
despite efforts of the Calloway
County Rescue Squad to save
the dwelling.
The Rescue Squad battled the
blaze for over seven hours, in an
attempt to bring the fire under
control.
No one was at home at the
time of the fire.
The cause of the fire was
unknown, and the loss to the
building and contents was
estimated at $50,000.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson were
reportedly gone to Clarksville
at the time of the fire, and their
three children were staying
with the grandparents.

The first 'Meeting of Basic •
Adult Education (grades 1-81
will take place at 6:00 p.m.,
Tuesday, October 3, in Room
107 of the new Vocational
School.
This course is designed for
adults, 16 years of age or older,
and will be taught by Margaret
Franklin.
At this Meeting all interested
adults will be enrolled and the
schedule for fiattre meetings
sill be discussed in detail.

John David Adams, Franklin
Hall, Murray, is listed in
satisfactory .condition this
morning by officials of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
- Adams was adulated to the
hospital on Saturday at 8:05
p.m. after he was reported to
have been hit by an automobile.
-151). suffered a concussion and
multiple abrasions and contusions.. _
Kentucky State Trooper
James Barnett investigated the
accident, hut was unavailable
for details this mornmg_
TURKEY SHOOT
The Farmington P4fA will
sponsor a two-day turkey shoot
next weekend. The shoot will be
held Saturday and Sunday at
the Farmington High School.
The shoot will be held Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., and
Sunday from 1 p.m. to 6 p.m.

The rescue squad responded
to the call at 12:40 s.m,....SundaY,
and returned to the firehouse at
8 a.tim.
Personnel answering the
alarm were Bernard Steen,
Aaron Dowdy, Mike Farley, D.
Key, Jerry Edwards, Jim
Wilkinson, Charles Tubbs,
Ricky
Edwards, Ronnie
Garland, Ronnie Barnett,
Gordon Wirt, Ron Fletcher,
Jim Johnson, Max Dowdy, Joe
Pat Thweatt, Jim Kelly, Steve
Simmons, Ed Jennings, and
Jeff Dowdy.

Randy Taylor Is
On Ship Where
19 Were Killed
Mrs. Ira Taylor of Hazel
notified .the Ledger and Times
this morning that no word had
been received from her son
Randy who is stationed on the
U.S.S. Newport News. An explosion in Gun Turret No. Two
killed 19 men and wounded ten
others and the ship is now on its
way to Hawaii for repairs.
Randy was assigned/to a new
job several weeks ago. He was a
Gunner's Mate on Gun Turret
No. Two and was assigned as
Storekeeper Second Class some
time ago.
Mrs. Tajdor -indicated that
she felt if he was involved in the
explosion that she would have
been notified by this time,
however, the family is awaiting
word from him.

-•
Mrs. Coleman (Laura
Reeder .of Mayfield Route
Seven, Lynn Grov
nunit
is a patine!at Baptist MemorialHospital, Memphis, Tenn.
The local woman underwent
major surgery on Tuesday.
Her address is Baptist
Memorial, Hospital, Rtrom 1062
Union East, Memphis, Term.,
for those who would like to send
her cards or letters.
SOCIAL CONCERNS
The Social Concerns c(mmmittee . will meet Tuesday,
October 3, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Douglass Community Center.
All interested persons are urged
to attend.

Presidential Candidates Say Election Will Be 'Choice Of The Century'
By LAWRENCE L. KNUTSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON( AP)- President Nixon and Sen. George
McGovern have called this
year's presidential campaign
the election choice of the century.
Hee are the positions of the
two candidates on several major campaign issues:
Vietnam
. Nixon: We have brought
over a half million men hbme
froin Vietnam and more will be
coming home. We have ended
Ainerica's ground combat role.
No draftees are: being sent to
Vietnam. We have reduced our
casualties by 98 per rent.'
"We have gone the extr
rude, ifi fact tens of,thousands
of miles, to seek peace on the
negotiating front. We have offered a ceasefire, a total withdrawal of all American forces,
an exchange of all prisoners of
war; internationally supervised
free elections with participation
by the„Conununists both in the
elections and in their supervision ..." --- Accepting the
Republican noinivation; Miami
Reach, Aug. 23, 1972,
McGovern: "I ask if we are
more honorable because the
color of the bodies has changed
-from white to yellow. I think
not. The blood is Still red. The
pain is-- `still as great ... The
war does not represent the honor of America at all and it does

not represent the decency of. session with guests at the Flo- from 2,4 mullion to 1.7 million,
the American people." ----- resville, Tex., ranch: of John chiefly by eliminating many
troops now earmarked for comConnally, April 30, 19/2.
delphia, Sept. 20, 1972.
-"There's nothing that we
McGovern: '*There's some- bat id Asia. He Would slow decan negotiate now that we thing wrong about a tax system velopment of some new weawouldn't have done four years that allows a 4100,990-a-year pons and scrap 'many aging
strengthening
ago
July, 1972.
corporate executi'V'c to deduct weapons, while
"-will - halt the senseless Iris $20 martini lunch while the the submarine fleet and modbombing of Vietnam on' in- workingman can't even deduct ernizing the present bomber
augural day. And within 90 the cost of a bologna' sandr force as an alternative to an
days of illy inauguration, every wick." -- Oft-repeated earii-' - pensive new Ixanber.
- • (McGovern projects his deAmerican soldier and every paign line. •fense budget would be $54.8 bilAmerican ,prisoner will be_out 1;0
;
1AI:resident I would seck
klieliingle and out of their a fair tax reform to raise a.sk lion in fiscal year 1975, and
would) swell to
cells arid back in America
ly $22 billion by says Nixon's •
where they belong.' - Accept- 1975."
Cifnpaign statement, around -$100 million. Both figurts are' contested by the Deing the Democratic nomination, Sept.- s, 10721
Mimi Beach, July 14. 1972, • ,1 =tit strongly believe that Mr. fense Department. The present
is about $77
Taxes
... will call for higher level of spending
hitien: -"I appose any two taxes in the form of a national biUion for fiscal year 1973.1
;JP McGovern: "I will not run
spending progran, which woo.
sales tax ... To take the sting
the Defense Department as a
add to the tax burden of Amer
be
probably
of
will
it,
it
out
welfare agency for fatcat decan wage earners." -Amer
caleti a. value added tax; But a
contractors ... I It create
ance speech, Miami Beam1
sales tar'by any other inealis fense
and
maintain
a force of nuclear
Aug. 23.
same.''.-Wall
smells just the
bombers
stronger
inissiles'and
- •,.. we have Made rio'
Street, New Yori?-,- -Aug.
than those We have -today and
cision. with regard to a valv
stronger ihT^. we
added tax."
News\-confei
tin the Wall Street speech, many billet
need to level-any nation in the
(owe, Feb. 10, 1972.
MvGeversi proposed phasing
strongly.1avor _not . mast a wide variety of tax pref- world ... But the Nixon :adminonly the present depreciatior erences or "loopholes," in- istration is,spending more than
rate• but going further than eluding those concerning the oil $25 billion per year beyond this
that, so we cab get our plant'. deptetiiin allowance, capital
and- equipillent moore effective gains, unrealized capital' gains do." -Issue paper, Sept. 8,
...• rather than moving in thy at death with the..exception of 1972.
-'C'urrently military spenddirecnon of reducing the wilt smaller estates) and corporate
•letion allowance, let us leek" "tax loopholes which no longer ing wastes literally billions of
dollars on plaries_that de not
at the Tact that all the evidence serve a useful purpose.")
_en___Milailes - that do not
new shows that size are -gninglO•
Military Spending- - —
work; arid we have more top
have a major energy crisis
(McGovern. proposes .reducthis country in the 110s." •••••lions in defense spending by brass today-to:command. 212
*,-oiriptu remarks 'in 9u
cuttinittotal U.S. troop strength. • (Continued on Page Fourteen(
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ADULTS..100
NURSERY ..9 sk
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Copeland (Mrs.
Peggy Sue Copeland, 203 S. Ilth
St., Murray, Baby Girl Cothran
(Mrs. Libbie Marie Cothran),
Rt. 3, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Miss Pamela J. Sutherland,
Rt. 8 Box 249, 'Benton, Mrs.
Mocile Willaims, 801 Hurt,
Murray, Carlton
Mason
Outland, 1809 College Farm
Rd., Murray, Miss Joyce Ann
Winchester, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Murrell Oillie Smith, 903
Fairlane, Murray, Mrs. Joyce
Nadean Smith, Rt. 5, Murray,
Mrs. Glenda Gayle Boyd, 606
Memorial Dr., Paris, Tenn.,
Clarence Thomas Pritchett,
P.O. Box 81, Dexter, Mrs.
Bobbie Ann Edrnonson and
Baby Boy, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Mary Elizabeh Payne and Baby
Girl, 114 Ash St., Murray, Mrs.
Linda Mae Hargrove and Baby
Girl, P.O. Box 84, Murray, Mrs.
Melissa Lavelle Doxsee, 1713
Keenland Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Lottie Garner, 719 Riley Cts.,
Murray, Roy Everett Lee, Ftt. 1,
Dexter, Clifton Cavitt, P.O. Box
107, Hardin, Burgess Clayton
Marine, 201 N. 17th St., Murray.

(
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The outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the integrity of its Newspaper
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Danny Kemp has been named the Kentucky Lake
District Farm Bureau king. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs.
Kemp. Charles Eldridge, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lerby Eldridge, was winner of the District
impromptu speaking contest.
Senator Thivton Morton will speak here
tomorrow. He 4l arrive at Kyle Field and be
greeted by the Calloway County Republic committee.
Mr. and Mrs. Eurie D. Vance of Murray Route
Three will be married fifty years on October 6.- An
open house is planned at the Murray Woman's Club
house.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ed Emerson have returned from
a vacation in the Bahama Islands. She won the trip
for special sales with the Stanley Home Products
Company.

LIUXita & TIKES FMB

Robert J. Powley of Murray. head engineer of the
local highway department, died yesterday at
Jackson Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. William Victor Jeffrey celebrated
their golden wedding anniversary on October 1 at
their home 300 South 6th Street.
Bro. Ira A..Douthitt of Chattanooga Tenn., will be
the speaker at a revival meeting at the Murray
Church of Christ October 5-12.
Mr. and Mrs. Glindel Reaves are the parents of a
baby boy Morris Glen born October 1 at the Murray
Hospital.

It Tit* Truth!

by Carl giblet Jr.
The really smart man is he whettta5 effected a
compromise with life by accepting the hard fact that
men must pay handsomely for the privilege of
pleasing women. The really smart woman is she who
never reminds him of it.
"What is woman? Nature's other
agreeable blunder."
Who's The Dupe. 1779 _

Love warms the
'church in vale'

1

Program Results In
Reduction Of Cancer

SENSING
THE NEWS

20 Years Ago Today

'Sill

4$10/cese

---111GRWAYSAFETY—
Recent research indicates
that the drinking driver is involved in about 50 per cent of
all fatal highway accidents.

By Anthony Harrigan
encurivt VICE piesnmt.Q.,...
Southorn Stott's Industrial Council

Motorists Given Advice
On Car Pools, Insurance
Car pool time is here again.
Vacations are over, schools are
open and it's time to get back to
the old routine.
While participation in a car
pool can be a time-saver and a
convenience,: many Kentucky
resident
avoid
such
arrangements for fear they will
leave themselves open to a
lawsuit which won't be covered
by their regular auto insurance,
according to the Insurance
Information Institute.
Generally speaking, there is
nothing to worry about.
However, a few words of
caution and explanation are in
oi der.
Profit Not Allowed
Insurance on a privately
owned, pool-shared vehicle is
placed in jeopardy only if the
pool is operated for a profit. In
the situation where everyone in
the pool uses his car an equal
amount of time, there is, of
course, no problem.
The problem most often
arises when one of the car pool
participants does not share in
the driving chores and thus
pays a regular fee.
To preserve insurance
coverage, the Institute points
out, any car pool fee should not
be more than the fair share of
the gas, oil and general
depreciation of the car. A
simpler way for the non-sharing
passengers to reimburse the
pool members is to give a gift
sometime during the year to the
drivers.
This separates the concept of
"fee" from the privilege to
riding in a car pool and leaves
the insurance protection intact.
In the case of car pools involving children,. the Institute
stresses the importance of

wearing seat belts not only to
protect them in the case of an
accident but also to prevent the
kind of children's antics that
might distract the driver's
attention.
Check Coverage
Once a car pool participant is
convinced his regular auto •
insurance is valid, his next
concern is the amount of
coverage he has.
He should consider bodily
injury liability coverage with
high litpits, according to the
Institute, since this is what
protects him against claims
which others-including
his
"pool" passengers-can bring
against him after an accident.
As an example, says the
Institute, limits of $100,000$300,003 would provide up to
$100,000 coverage for one injury
in an accident with a $300.000
per accident limit.
Medical payments is another
important coverage. If written
with limits of $1,000, each
person in the car can receive up
to $1,000 for medical expenses
incurred within one year of an
accident regardless of who is at
fault.
The institute emphasizes that
because the dollar limit applies
to each passenger separately,
there is no need to increase the
limits in order to cover additional passengers.
Property damage liability
coverage, which protects the
motorist against
claims
resulting from damage to other
people's property, is not likely
to be affected by involvement in
a car pool since the number of
passengers would not ordinarily
contribute to the amount of
property damage done by the
car in an accident.

By RICHARD'SiLTUS
got breasteancer died from it,
Associated Press Writer
Shapiro said.
LOS ANGELES ( AP) - An
Of those in the study group,
experimental yearly screening only 28 per
cent of those who
program in New York has re- contract
ed breast cancer died
ONLY THE STRONG
§ulted in reduction of breast in aye'
years. In addition, some
cancer death rates
one- • women in the study -group
reBOSTON, Virginia
At a time when the nation's strategic third, says a report on a new fused
screening, and the death
military power is declining rapidly, relative to the Soviet
five-year
study.
Union,
rate for those who actually unthe Institute of American Strategy has played a vital
However, the manual and Xrole in
educating the public about this erosion of power. It is engaged in a ray tests reduced the mortality derwent examination was only
17 per cent.
nationwide campaign to give the American people the facts
on the rate only in women over 50.
The diagnostic tools used in
life and death issue of defense.
The report on breast cancer- searchin
By NICK TATRO
g for early breast candaring - such as Smashing his
This week I met with John M. Fisher president of the
Institute, t.tw No. 1 fatal cancer among cer were clinical examination,
Associat
ed Press Writer
head through a stack of conat the Institute's headquarters in the rolling Virginia
women
-is
to
be
presente
d
countryside
MIAMI, Fla.(AP)- "Broth- crete blocks - is the gospel he
manual palpation by a doctor
and viewed the organization's most remarkable achieve
today
at
the
Seventh
National
ment
date-a magnifieent full color fitrn for TV entitled "Only to Cancer Conference sponsored and inanunography, X-rays of er Helms is saved and knows hopes to communicate.
The
the breast.
he has nothing to worry about,"
"The lesson here is that we
Strong." It documents the shifting balance of military
y the American Medical
- power
Dean Blakeney declared as he must learn self-control and selfShapiro
couldn't
explain
why
which is so dangerous to the United States
Society and the National Canthe screening program had swung the Sword of the Lord discipline in life," he admonThis half.iwnw film has been produced as a public service biAthe cer Institute.
little effect on women in the un- through an Irish potato resting ished the Sunday School chilpreView-orthz-studr was der-50 group.
Institute and is being shown on mady-Teltwtstoo statium aroundon the stomach of one of the dren.
ur
y.news
the country. There are gaps in the TV coverage, to be sure. No presen '• a a
"it may have something to
-Why the-stunts.?
conferen
ce
by Sam Shapiro, di- do with the
station in New York City has agreed to carry the film, though the
The potato was split asunder.
kinds of cancer wo"There are a lot of preachers
message is of vital importance. In getting the film shown, Mr. rector of research and statistics men get before menopause and Brother Heir-navies not.
the world, but getting the
in
of
the
Health
Insuranc
e
Plan
of' the kind they get after
Fisher has to overcome the opposition of the advocates of
Blakeney, a 27-year-old youth people to church is something
menunilateral disarmament who prefer that the public not be in- Greater New York.
opause, but we just don't pastor and black belt karate else. There is no sense in
A total of 62,000 female parformed regarding our deteriorating defense posture.
-expert, used his skills with preaching to empty_pews," he
know," he said.
The central theme of the film is that stated in the President's ticipants in the insurance plan
It turned out that mam- blade and fist Sunday in the said.
were
studied, he said. Half mograph
Blue Ribbon Defense Panel's supplement statement, namely that
y, which is much more cafeteria of the New Testament
"the road to peace has never been through appeasement... only were offered the annual screen- sensitive than the manual ex- Baptist Church to demonstrate
the strong survive." The Institute's flim is an authoritative ing and half were not.
amination, played a large part "the strength of God."
. Within five years, 42 per cent
statement on national defense. Appearing in the film are such
in the reduced mortality for the
A thousand youngsters, aged
distinguished Americana as Dr. Edward Teller, the world- of the unscreened women who over-50 women, he said.
5 to 10, watched with apprehen- September 2'7, 1972
renowned nuclear physicist; Gen. Lyman Lemnitzer. former
Shapiro said that only 2 per sion and awe as Blakeney ADULTS..105
Supreme Allied Commander in Eurepe; and Foy Kohler. former
cent of the cancers detected by cleaved a watermelon perched NURSERY..9
U. S. ambassador to the Soviet Union.
LETTERS/e
mammography led to deaths in on the stomach of a portly man
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
"Only The Strong" spells out the decline in U. S. military
and employed the curving
the five-year period.
Baby Girl Hurt ( Mrs. Alice
strength. In 1962, at the time of the Cuban crisis, the United States
The results of the five-year Turkish Gurkha knife to sever Hurt), P.O.
Box 372, Murray,
Dear Editor:
had a four to one lead over the Soviets in the number of missiles.
study, he said, justify ex- a banana from the neck of an- Baby
Boy Watson ( Mrs. Marion
This American superiority caused Nikita Khrushchev to withA week ago last Friday my pansion of the screening pro- other brothr.
Watson), Rt. 2, Hazel.
draw Soviet strategic weapons from Cuba. Today, the film points son called me from Murray to gram to more women. This
"I always get saved men,"
DISMISSALS
out, the USSR has 1,550 intercontinental ballistic missiles. The come get him. At a rock concert would be especially important Blakeney explains with a
smile.
Jeff Kent Broach,, Rt. 1,
United States has only 1,054. The USSR has five times the someone stole the distributor for women who, because of
"Ones
that
know
they're going Murray, J.T. Bucy, Rt.
cer1,
magatonnage as the 1J S. The Institute's film goes through the wires from his car and he tain aspects of their
medical to heaven."
Murray, Mrs. Sondra Lynn
strategic arsenal',category by category, showing the Soviet couldn't find an open garage. history, are high-risk
"I usually read from the Grimes,
breast
316 College Ct.,
Union's growing superiority in weapons of all types. This Soviet
When I arrived in Murray it cancer targets, Shapiro said.
scriptures, something like: Murray,
Kenneth Wayne Bucy,
strength gives the USSR the means of blackmailing the United was 2:00 a.m. I went to the
On the other hand, he said, 'And all His blood shall be upon Rt. 7
Fox Meadows, Murray,
States and other-free world countries or forcing free world with- police station and asked the more trained medical
workers his head.' It's amazing how
Mrs. Penny Joanne Kelly, Rt. 3,
drawal in crisis situations.
officer if he knew of a garage and cheaper screening methods close to the Lord they get."
Murray, Miss Shirley Joyce
Americans alwayi have been proud of the U. S. Navy. But open that could help me. will have to become
Blakeney is a new generation Parrish,
available
New Concord, Dean
viewers of this film will be shocked to learn from Norman Without griunbling or com- before major segment
s of the preacher. He studied karate at Roberts Laming, 1607
Farmer
Polmar, the leading civilian authority on the Soviet Navy, that the plaint, he worked for fifteen to female population can
North
Georgia College and ' Ave.,,Murray,
be examMs. Sondra Lou
"Soviets are pulling ahead or are already ahead in every category twenty minutes trying to find ined this way.
Tennessee Temple theological Cossey,
Rt.44, Cadiz, Mrs.
except carriers." Mr. Folmar, who serves as an editor of the someone to help me. I believe
seminary.
&ndra Sue Brown and Baby
authoritative annual volume "Jane's Fighting Ships." the officers name was McHe takes his demonstrations Boy,
1705 Farmer Ave.,
The purpose of the Institute's filmed report is to give the Dougall.
seriously.
Murray, Mrs. Janie Isabelle
American people the facts they need about the national situation.
CANYON CHRONOLOGY
He
rid a Mr. Ed Carroll
"A lot of young people think
Boyd and Baby Boy, Rt. 5 Box
It is vital that the people get these facts in view of massive efforts from Volkswagen garage who
Around 1880 'tourists began being a Christian
means being 457, Murray.
by unilateral disarmers seeking to gut the nation's defense came to the garage at 2:30 a.m. flocking to the Grand (canyon, a sissy," he
said. "But being a
budget. If defenses are slashed, the American people will be and got Me some distributor so miner John Hance turned Christia
n takes more guts than
LONDON LIMA
dude
wrangler, began improv- going
cruelly exposed to aggression and their liberties will be en- wires so we'could get back to
along with the crowd ...
A Madagascan ruffed lima
inge*Ind
ian
trails
dangtred as never before.
and
greeted
Ijopkinsville, This
he did
and young people understand
was born recently at the Ienvisitors with -tall tales" of the
America's strategic military power cannot be rebuilt in a without complaint.
toughness."
don Zoo. The ruffed lima rarely
canyon,
month or a year. But it is imperative that no further cuts be made
I feel the people of Murray
Intermingled with his acts of
breeds in captivity.
in the nation's weakened defenses and that new projects such as should-know that there are still
the Trident submarine and the B-1 advanced bomber get the people around 'who are willing
support of concerned citizens.
to help other people (and I was
E(3 E..41
Many Americans oppose new defense spending because they ifilkasantly surprised at 2110
believe that the U. S. has more than adequate strategic military
1111
power and that the U. S. is only striving for overkill. This is
liju may paraphrase this in
a aisito
DRIVE
wholly mistaken notion, for the facts show that the U. S. doesn't -4-ny way you choose, should you
19.A.AsTIHEATRE
IN
.%451
,-have the adequate strategic military power that it possessed a care to use it insyour Letters to
Ends
TUE.
Ends
TUE.
decade ago. Superiority in arms has passed to the Soviets.
the Editor column.
The Institute's film "Only The Strong" presents these facts in a
YOU
HAVEN'
T SEEN
Thanksyou;
calm, lucid, and informative manner. Fortunately, prints of the
ANYTHING
film are available to civic organizations by writing to the Institute
A very grateful out of
UNTIL YOU'VE SEEN
for American Strategy, Boston, Virginia 22713. A viewing of'Only toner,
,
The Strong" is one ofthe most important educational experien
ces
4,44,
0 Y Se44
.4
Si,-. So,40,
Edwin HT David; m.b.
a citizen can have in these days of national decision-making
Woody Alien's
altil TIMM.si nen memo Is
Hopkinsvillef 1{y.
i Worm
c..1 hrs. )1Q, Grim Gap
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Preacher Uses Stunts
To Attract Big Crowds

Monday, Octobe
A household shower
and Mrs. Phillip Bo
children, Tony and
whose home and con
destroyed by fire, will
the Almo School I
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m
The Calloway Cou
Teen Club will
organizational meetin
year at the Calloway
Extension office at 7:
high school students a
even if they have neve
Club members before
The Licensed
Nurses will meet in
ference room of the
Calloway County H
7:30 p.m. with Stua
hospital administr
speaker.
Coldwater
The
Methodist Church W
meet at the church a
Chapter M of PEO
will meet with Mrs,
Clark, Sha-Wa Ciro'
p.m. with Mrs. Chart
assistant hostess.
The Kathleen Jon
the First Baptist
meet at the
Robert Jones at 7:1
The Lottie Moon
First Baptist Chute
at the home of
Caldwell at 6:30
change in time.
Tuesday, Oc
The Jessie Ludwi
the First Presbyte
will meet with M
Hendrickson at 1:
Group I of th
Women's Fellow
First Christian
meet with Mrs. Jo
a.m. with Mrs. 0
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No special exercise.
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the country tot 14)'
costs S3 25 am' the la
$5.25 You must lose
money will be refund
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Hospital Report

By DELIA O'HARA
and up to the church to be
NASHUA, Iowa .4411 -• married the same day.
-They came from as far away as
The peak yearior weddings
California and Louisiana to sit at The Little Brown Church in
in the rain in front of a make- the Vale was 1922, when about
shift stage.
1,800 couples were married.
Old men in flannel hats, their Then laws were passed
wives in cotton print dresses, requiring blood tests and
sat on wooden benches.next to waiting periods for licensing in
young bearded men with wire- the state, and as Rev. Mr.
framed glasses whose wives Hinds said, "The bottom
wore long skirts' and shawls. dropped out.•'
- Not much in common,
He said now it is a sense of
except most of them were tradition that brings back
t married here in The Little many people whose parents
Brown Church in the Vale.
and grandparents were married
The church is famous for its in the church. In addition,
weddings, and every year it many couples have come for
hosts a reunion for its alumni. sentimental second marriages.
About 1.000 couple, came
from all over Iowa and 10 other
While the church and its
states on a bummer Suoday this pastor belong to the First
year to 'listen to inspirational Congregational Church...most
singing, and to troop along the faiths are represented in the
narrow aisles of the century-old
wedding register.
frame building/
,
.
The Little BrownsTihurch
Why the Little Brown
was made famous by a song Church? Its frame exterior
written three years before its with sheared-off spire doesn't
construction. William Pitts, a stand out from the highway
young man visiting his girl- that passes right by its door.
friend in nearby Fredericks- The se,tting is idyllic, but
burg, was inspired by the spot creeping civilization has imwhere the church now stands to pinged even on that since Phts
writ; "Come to the Church in wrote the famous song.
the Wildwood" in 1857. When
Austere daguerreotypes of
he returned in 1863 to teach at
nearby Bradford Academy, he the eirly pastors and of
kirsham Lincoln line the
was amazed to find the church
anti the hard wooden
under construction. .
seats and cramped -"Interior
Pitts first sang the "Wild- hark back to Iowa's pioneer
wood" song at the dedication days.
the following year. A singing
But this is one of die—Mod
duo, the Weatherwax Brothers,
took the song as their theme famous' churches in the
and popularir.ed it on the country, and the people sitting
Lyceum and Chau/mu-pa in the rain on their reunion
Sunday must have been moved
circuits.
After -World War I ended, by more than aged wood-not
retaining soldiers started only to be married at The Little
bringing their brides hi the Brown Church, in the first
place, but to rein= year after.
- church.
' The Rev. M.R. Hinds, the year.
present pastor, said the in'
"It's not a beautiful church,"
'fluence of the song Oas
the Pastor
compounded by the fact there in here andsaid. "People come
say, 'Oh, what a
was no waiting period then. No beautiful
I love the Lord, because he bath hearcrmy
little church,' but it's'
voice
'rblood tests
were
requireit
,
and
a
not beautiful. Any other church
and
.
my supptieritions.—Psalm 116:.I.
--rottple could uo to the it(' Iowa that
had 8 4.ing tilos
• A better reason-4r loving God is becaus
'--C.s•••rts County Courthouse this *vied(' have the
e of His
same
in 7)11.14 Hampton for-a license
goodness when we forget td ask.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
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NOW thni WED.

EVERYTHING*

PS:I never mentioned to the
police officer or Mr. Carroll,that
I was a physi'ci'an. lir. Carroll
,told me i to call the parts
manager in the morning
;nese he did not know, the
cost of the distributor Wires. He
said I could mail them a check"
for the wires...believe it or not.
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Miss Charissa Lynn Morgan And James

ce
nct-

Monday, October 2
A household showerlot?its%
and Mrs. Phillip Bogard and
children, Tony and Sherry,
whose home and contents were
destroyed by fire, will be held at
the Almo School lunchroom
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.

not only to
case of an
prevent the
antics that
he driver's

der bodily
verage with
rding to the
his is what
ainst claims
eluding
his
s—can bring
an accident.
e, says the
of $100,000rovide up to
for one injury
th a $300,000
nts is another
ge. If written
$1,000, each
an receive up
cal expenses
ne year of an
&s of who is at
_

The Lottie Moon Group of the
First Baptist Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. Codie
Caldwell at 6:30 p.m. Note
change in time.
Tuesday, October 3
The Jessie Ludwick Circle.of
the First Presbyterian church
will meet with Mrs. Stanford
Hendrickson at 1:30 p.m.

-

ot of preachers
t getting the
h is something
no sense in
pty.,pews," he

Ladies Activities
Held At Oaks Club
Ladies day activities were
held at the Oaks Country Club
on Wednesday, September 27.
Winners in golf, were Betty
Sheppard, medalist, Grace
James, low putts, and Buriene
'Brewer, blind hole on No. 7.
Virginia Jones was the golf
hostess.
Bridge winners were Kathryn
Outland, high, and Ada Sue
Roberts, second high. Bridge
hostess was Agnes Fair.
A ladies day luncheon was
served at noon with Doris Rose,
Mary Alice Smith, Melba
Hatcher, Betty Thompson,
Barbara Williams, Janice
Compton, Maxine Scott, Sue
Pocock, Jan Hough, Earline
Thurmond, Pauline Dick,
Dorothy Harris, Marilyn McCuistA, Dorothy Fike, Juana
Dodson, Sally Alexander, Betty
Ryan, and Wanda Nance as
hostesses.
Ada Sue Roberts, phone 7532259,... will be bridge hostess for
Wednesday,
October
4.
Reservations should be made
Tuesday noon.

Murray
Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.
Calloway
The
County
Agriculture Council will meet at
the Triangle Inn at 6:30 p.m. A
representative of a brokerage
firm will speak on "Future
Trading and Hedging."

Tuesday, October 3
Group I of the Christian
The Foundational Sunday
Women's Fellowship of the
Sch.-1:r°' Class of the First Bapllst
First Christian Church will
Church will meet at the home of
meet with Mrs. John Lyon at ten
Mrs. Jamie Washer at 7:30 p.m.
a.m. with Mrs. 0.B Boone, Jr.,

LOSE WEIGHT
WEEK
THIS
Odrinex
help
become the

can
you
trim
slim person you want to be Odrinex is
a tiny tablet and easily swallowed. Contains no dangerous drugs. No starving.
No special exercise. Get rid of excess
tat and live longer, Odrinex has been
used succesituny* thousands all over
the country for 14 yiars. Odrinex Plan
costs $325 ane the large economy size
$5.25 You must lose ugly fit or your
money will be refunded by your druggist.
No questions asked. Accept no sub.
ratatet-6sid-wiastais-gesuatee by

The United Methodist Women
of the First Church will meet at
the church at ten a.m. A luncheon at one dollar per person
will be served following the
meeting. Rex Aletcandr
the speaker. The executive
committee will meet at nine
a.m.
Wednesday, October 4
The Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at the Community Center at 1:30 p.m. with
Mrs. E.S. Ferguson as hostess.
MrsjTeary Hargis Will-give- the "Making
Dried
lesson
Flower'Pictures."

Report
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ADMISSIONS
urt (Mrs. Alice
x 372, Murray, _
n Mrs. Marion
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Broach,. Rt, 1,
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Sondra Lynn
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adows, Murray,
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Shirley Joyce
Concord, Dean
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Ms. Sondra Lou
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rown and Baby
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Janie Isabelle
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Lovely_Ceremony—AFUnion Ridie ehidah

The Kathleen Jones Group of
The Murray High School PTA
the First Baptist Church will will
have its "back to school"
meet at the home, of MM. nighrat
the school at 7715 p.m.
Robert Jones at 7:15 p.m.
All parents are urged to attend.

phasizes that
r limit applies
r separately,
increase the
to cover adrS.
age liability
protects the
t
claims
ge to other
, is not likely
Involvement in
the number of
not ordinarily
amount of
e done by the
nt.

smashing his
stack of conthe gospel he
icate.
re is that we
ntrol and self," he admony School chil-

Group II tof the Christian
Wornert'l Fellowship of the
First . Christian Church will
meet with Mrs. Gatlin Ciopton
with Mrs. Frank Roberts as
c•ohostess at two p.m. Mrs.
Rupert Parks will have the
program.

Gregory Cates Exchange Wedding Vows In.

The Calloway County 4-H
Teen Club will have its
The Grace Baptist Church
organizational meeting for this
year at the Calloway County Baptist Women will meet at the
Extension office at 7:30 p.m. All, church at two p.m.
high school students are invited
The Delta Department of the
even if they have never been 4-P
Murray Woman's Club will
Club members before.
have a dinner at the club house
The Licensed Practical at 6:30 p.m. with Miss Lorene
Nurses will meet in the con- Swann, Mesdames A.C. Sanference room of the Murray- ders, Myrtle Wall, R.H.
Calloway County Hospital at Thurman, Ronald Churchill,
Lorene
Adams as
7:30 p.m. with Stuart Poston, and
hospital administrator, as hostesses.
speaker.
The Kappa Department of the
The
Coldwater
United Murray
Woman's Club will
Methodist Church Women will
have an open meeting at the
meet at the church at 7:30 p.m.
club house at 7:30 p.m. with a
style show by The glace,
Chapter M of PEO Sister:1)2A Hostesses
will be ,Mesdames
will meet with Mrs. Lame N. Rex
Thompson, Dwain Taylor,
Clark, Sha-Wa Circle, at 7:30 James
Sullivan, Dan Shipley,
p.m. with Mrs. Charles Hinds as Glen
Grogan, and James
assistant hostess.
Stahler.

erage
participant is
egular auto
id his next
amount of

ds

in charge of the program.

This'well-schooled look
is great for class and afir.
A happy-go.'-everywhere
casual that's the action
in any scene.
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Mr. and Mrs. James Gregory Cates

Dexter Club Holds
Meeting; Officers
Listed For Year

Murray Women Are
Delegates For
Lutheran Meet
The tenth annual Rally of the
Middle Tennessee Zone of the
Mid-South District of the
Lutheran Women's Missionary
League Was held on September
21 at First Lutheran Church in
Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Mrs. Arlo Sprunger and Mrs.
Robert 13rockhoff of Murray
attendedas delegates from the
Immanuel Lutheran 1.WML.
The I.WML is active in local and
international projects.
The rally theme "Do All Unto
His Glory" was carried out in
the opening devotion led by
Rev. E. R. Rosen.
Rev. David Pearcy of St.
Philip's, Chattanooga, further
applied the theme as he
presented slides and narration
of the summer recreation
program developed by his
congregation in cooperation
with the City of Chattanooga.
This program was an attempt to
serve the needs of the crowded
inner city area where the
congregation is located. By the
end of the summer they
averaged 240 children a day.
Mrs. E. C. Tiesler, Nashville,
presided over -the business
meeting. Delegates were in
attendance from societies
+seated from Chattanooga to the
Paducah area. Due to this vast
distance, the delegates voted to
divide the present Zone.
Societies in Nashville and
Kentucky plus Clarksville,
Union City and Paris, Tennessee will remain in the Middle
Tennessee Zone. Societies in
Chattanooga, _Tullahoma,
Cleveland, and Murphresboro
will become the Chattanooga
Zone.
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Shoe Store

Mrs. Gerry
Requarth,
president, presided. Dennis
The new,father is serving with
Taylor, principal, spoke briefly' the U.S. Air Force at Adona,
to the group and introduced the Turkey.
teachers.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Refreshinents were served Mrs. John C. Copeland of
and the parents were given the Knoxville, Tenn., and Mr. and
opportunity to visit the Mrs. Kenneth J. Owen, of
children's classrooms.
Murray.
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The Dexter Homemakers
same as the bridesmaids and
Club met Thursday, September
she carried a basket of yellow
19, at nine-thirty o'clock in the
rose petals.
the morning at the Dexter
Michael Morgan, brother of
Community Center with the new
the bride, served as best man.
president, Mrs. Irene MitGroomsmen were Steve Cates,
chuson, presiding.
brother of the groom, George
Mrs. Allene Pritchett
Cates of Louisville, cousin of the
secretary-treasurer, gayer
groom, and Brad Haugh, of
reports and called the roll
Aurora.
The devotion was read fro
The bride's mother chose to
Colossians 4:6 by Mrs. Pans
wear for the wedding an orchid
Pritchett.
and green printed silk dress
The lesson on "Pattern
with orchid accessories. The
Alteration" was presented by issiassaissfacinalaaaallIWIRAMPAIVIIMISSIalliaaltaRallUlaaanaalltaaaaallialltAIVIMPAS
groom's mother was attired in a
pastel orange ensemble with _...MrsaLyclia Overby.
3
A framed "homemakers
matching accessories. They
creed" was presenteff to the If
each wore an orchid corsage.
past, president, Mrs. Lydia
The bride's grandparents
114
attending were Mr. and Mrs.: Overt*, who has served the
faithfully
club
for
the
past
four
Roy Tucker of Murray Route-.--years.
Three and Mr. and Mrs.
Nimes were drawn for
Homer Morgan of Aurora. The
siuishine friends and gifts were
groom's grandmothers were
PATS,- John Pror_and. WI-- exchanged. A luncheon was
served in -Mrs: Overby's-'horior at
Charlie Cope of Mayfield. Each
with prayer being led by Mrs.
one was presented a white
Irene Mitchuson.
carnation corsage. The grandat
Members answering the roll
fathers each wore bautonnieres.
call with a school day memory
1
The bride's great grandmother,
Mrs. Ella Gordon of Godfrey, .were Mesdames Dollie bolson,
1
Lydia Overby, Irene Mitchuson,
Ill., was unable to attend.
1
Lola Parrish, June Pritchett,
Reception
1
Nida
Puckett,
Pansy Pritchett,
Immediately following the
3
June Higgins, Lillian Miller,
ceremony the bride's parents
Gladys
3
Garland,
Helen
Butts,
hosted the wedding reception
Ann Cleaver, Brooks Collie, and
3
held in the recreation room of
Allene Pritchett. One new
the Kenlake Hotel at Aurora.
3
member was Mrs. Joyce Ann
Assisting in the serving were
Thorn, and visitors were Mrs.
Mrs. Wayne Miller, Mrs. Joe C.
3
Luna Ernestberger and Mrs.
Sirls, Mrs. Bill Butler, and Miss
3
Wilma
Green.
Pam Sins.
3
New officers for the club year
Miss Susan Solomon kept.the
are Mrs. Mitchuson, president;
guest register.
The couple left for a short' _ Mrs. June Pritchett, vicepresident; Mrs. Allene Pritwedding trip with the bride
a
chett, secretary; Mrs. Pansy
wearing a blue and white knit
a
treasurer;
Pritchett,
Mrs.
pant suit with a white rosebud
Brooks Collie, recreation; Mrs.
corsage from her bouquet. They
are now at home at Pirates. Pansy Pritchett, publicity;
Mrs. Gladys Garland, Fend3
Cove.
scape;
Mrs. Naomi Edwards,
3
Out of town guests attending
clothing; Mrs. June Higgins,
the wedding included Mr. and
3
foods; Mrs. Nida Puckett, home
Mrs. John Pryor, Mr. and Mrs.
3
management; Mrs. Dollie
James Claus and Lori, and
David Pryor, all of Detroit, Colson and Mrs. Lydia Overby,
3
home furnishings; Mrs. Pansy
Mich., Mr: and Mrs. Noble
Pritchett,
cultural
arts;
Mrs.
3
Clark of Chicago, Ill., and Mr.
Ann Cleaver, issues and conand Mrs.'Howard Cashon and
3
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Daniels, cerns; Mrs. Lula Parrish, 2
family life; Mrs. Helen Butts,
Memphis, Tenn.
3
housing; Mrs. Lillian Miller,
Rehearsal Dinner
crafts.
The groom's parents hosted
1
Additional donations o
the wedding party and out of
3
town guests • with a rehearsal 000.00 have been received to
2
dinner at the Colonial House at give to the Telethon.
The next meeting will be held
Murray on the eve of th,..
3
on October 13 at the Community
wedding.
Center with Mrs. Allene Prit3
Prenuptial parties included a chett as hostess. The lesson on
personal shower given by Miss "Kitchen Organization" will be
Cindy Norwood and Miss- given by Mrs. Heleii Butts.
3
- - The brWesmaids were Miss Belinda Norwood; a luncheon
1
Relinda Norwood, Miss Kathy given by Miss Martha Hendon
and Mrs. Perry Hendon at
Beasley and Miss Susan Cates,
3
Murray; a household shower
sister of the groom.
given
'by
Mrs.
Willard
Beasley,
Their gowns were identical to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wayne Lee
3
that of the maid of honor except Mrs. Wayne Miller, Mrs. Jerry and family of Little Rock, Ark , 2
Turner,
3
Mrs.
Bill
Butler,
and
they were yellow. Each carried
have been the guests of his
coloinal baskets.of yellow and Mrs. Harold Lassiter at the .parents, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lee,
3
white daisies and baby's breath Aurora Lodge Hall; a tea giver and his grandparents, Mr. and
with white satin streamers. at the Coulter - Homemakers Mrs. Milburn Holland.
3
Their headpieces were wide Club House, Mayfield, by MI3
avocado velvet ribbon bands Kathleen Bradley, Mrs. Bever
Make use of the wheel3
accented with yellow and white Rodgers,and Mrs. Nancy Rile) barrow when entertaining in
1
the yard. Clean it out, line with
daisies-.
3
To keep picnic cloths an- foil and fill with ice. Then add
The Rower girl was Miss
bottled or canned drinks or
chored
a
on,
qtitch
a
table.
Sherrie Lassiter, daughter of
pocket across each corner and fresh fruits or salads on plates.
The huge ice tray wilt. keep
Rev. and Mrs. Harold Lassiter, place a stone in each one.
VdWWdWtI
things cool and crisp. ,
of Cadiz. Her gown was the
The Union Ridge Baptist
Church of Aurora was the
setting for the August wedding
of Miss CharisSa Lynn Morgan
and James Gregory Cates of
Mayfield.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morgan of
Aurora. The groom's parents
are Mr. and Mrs. Bill Cates of
Mayfield.
The double-ring ceremony
was performed by the Rev.
Willard Beasley, pastor of the
church.
The vows were exchanged
before a white wrought iron
archway flanked on either
side by two seven-branch
candlelabra holding white
tapers. Baskets of yellow and
white
gladioli, chrysanthemums and greenery completed the setting. The family
pews were marked'by -yellow
satin ribbons.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs".'willard
Beasley, organist, and Miss
Nora Morgan, vocalist.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in marriage
by her father and mother, was
attired in a formal gown of
imported white silk organza
over , bridal satin. The fitted
bodice featured a round, low
neckline with tiny self-covered
buttons down the front to the
Empire waistline attache
the softly gathered skirt. The
neckline and sleeves were
accented by Alencon lace
medallions encrusted with seed
pearls.
Her chapel-length mantilla
imported illusion was banded
by a wide border of reembroidered Alencon lace attached to a petal-shaped
organza -headpiece adorned
with pearls and crystal beads.
The gown and mantilla were
designed and fashioned by the
bride's mother.
She carried a cascade
bouquet of yellow and white
sweetheart roses with white
satin streamers tied in love
knots. Her jewelry was a
diamond pendant a gift from
the groom, and a pearl ring
borrowed from her mother.
Miss Cindy Norwood, was
chosen as maid of honor. She
was attired in a floor-length
gown of mint green flocked
voile. The waist was encircled
by avocado velvet ribbon tied in
a bow at the back with long
streamers.

a

14 TM WANT
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The Carter - chool' --ParentTeacher Association held its
regular meeting at the school on
Thursday, • September 21, at
seven p.m.

COPELAND BOY
A baby boy, Michael Kenneth,
weighing four polinds thirteen
• ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard C. Copeland, 293
South 11th Street, Murray, on
'Tuesday, September 26, at 2:02
p.m. at the 'Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
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Middle Posts 11-Stroke Margin
To Win MSU Invitation Tourney
Posting an 11-stroke margin
over their nearest challengers,
Middle- Tennessee
State
University's golfers won the 8th
annual Murray State University
Invitational Tournament
Saturday at the 6,328-yard
Murray-Calloway
Country
Club.
. The Blue Raiders, led by the
top three individual performers
in the two-day, 54-hole classic,
finished with 1,11 strokes, 11
ahead of the Illinuis State
University team from Normal,
Ill., who finished at 1131.
The Murray State Blue)
• team, winners of the tournament for the past two years,
finished third, 14 strokes off the
pace at 1133.
Thirteen, six-man teams
participated in the tournament,
halted at 28 holes Saturday by
the heavy rains, and their final
score was the total of their top
five finishers. The other 10
teams, their scores and the

•

order in which they finished
were:
University of Missouri,
Columbia, 1156; Eastern
Kentucky State, 1159; Murray
State (Gold), 1162; Morehead
'State, 1169; Indiana State
University, Terre Haute, 1171:
Bradley University, Peoria,
1186; University of Tennessee at
Martin, 1187; Tennessee Tech,
Cooke011e, 1196; University of
Missouri at St. Louis, 1231; and
David Lipscomb, Nashville,
1286.
s
The three top individual
honors went to members of the
Middle Tennessee
team,
coached by E.K. Patty.
Mark Wheaton, a senior from
Moundsville, W. Va., and last
year's medalist at 208, eight
strokes under par, and Harry
Nesbitt, a senior-- from
Jacksonville, Fla., finished a
three-over-par 219-stroke
deadlock to become comedalists.

Two strokes back at 221 was
another Blue Raider, Bill Buck,
and three were tied at 223; D.A.
Weibring, Illinois State; and
Johnny Querterinous and Wally'
Young of the Murray ( Blue)
team.
Quertermous had rounds of
78, 73 and 72, while Young shot
rounds of 73,73 and 77 for his 223
total.
Nesbitt shot into the lead with
a three-under-par 419 on the'
opening round Saturday, but
had just run into trouble on the
500-yard, .5-par 14th, taking a
triple bogey 8: when the heavy
rain halted play.
Roc trey, a junior physical
education major from Eastern
Kentucky, was in second place
at the end of the opening round
with a 70, but soared to an 80 on
the rain-interrupted second
round and then posted a 76 on
the final round for a 226 total;
seven strokes behind • the
leaders.

The golfers and how they finished are as follows:
Mark Wheaton, MTSU
73-70-76-219
Dirk Gardner,'TT
— Harry-Nesbitt, MTSU
69-77-73-219
Doug Holloway,.111, St.
Bill Buck, MTSU
72-76-73--221
Mike Young, Ind. St.
D.A. Weibring, III. St.
72-74-77,-223
Skip Welch, Morehead
John Quertermous, Mur.
78-73-72--223
Dave Royan,EKU
Wally Young, Mur.
73-73-77-223
Tommy Hardin. UTM
Mike Hoyle, Mur.
75-73-76-724
Rob Makela,Bradley
Jim Mehl, Missouri
76-74-75-225
John LaRoco,Ind. St.
Roc Irey, EKU
70-80-76-226
Joe Knisley,Tr
Ed Mudd, Morehead
78-73-76--227 _
Dale
Kutz, Missouri
John Storms, Mur.
76-78-73-227
Jim Meyers, Mur.
Gary Ostrega, Ill. St.
72-78-77-227
MO Roche, Mur.
Bill Kirkindall, 111. St.
73-78-76-227
Rant Darcy,TT
Steve Martin, Mur.
76-80-12-228
Bobble Barker,TT
Dennis Green, Missouri
75-74-80--229
Al Gallinati, Bradley
Jim Hurt, MTSU
73-78-76-229
--Robert Eldridge,,Morehead
Ron Jumper, Ill. St.
73-77-80-230
Dave Estes, Mur.
Paul Celano, Mur.
74-78-78-230
Brent Inamn,Bradley
Randy
Sharp, UTM
77-80-74-221
Dan Boyden, EKU
BobStack,EKU
79-77-75-281
Brad Barker, Ill. St.
Sam Wylie, DL
82-73-76-231
Jim Atkins, Nasu
Rick Jurbala, Morehead
77-76-76-231
Paul Hooser, Missouri
73-75-I3-231
Daryl'Steegle, UTM
Tom Scott, EKU
80-77-7_5-232
Clay Livingston, DL
Dan Nicolet, EKU
79-74-79---232
Cs) Meister, Bradley
Phil Erli, Ind. St.
73-77-82,-232
Chuck Duckwall, MTSU
Mark Gruner,Ind. St.
73-80-79--232
David Buckingham, Mur.
Max Mani, Morehead
79-74-79-232
Chick Pfeil, UTM St. L.
Jim Gevecher, Missouri
76-80-76--232
Martin Jacobus, UTM
Warren Molitor, Bradley
78-79-76-233
Dave Nell, Bradley
Gary Miller, Ind. St.
76-84-73-233
Terry Kegley, TT
Wayne McGowan,Mur. •
78-75-80-233
Sam Young,_TTSteve lestman,U. Mo.at St L. 75-76-82-233
Tim Boyd:Missouri
Kevin Arnold, Mur.
84-81-81-235
DC* Nieberding, UMSt. I,.
Gary Baker, UTM
84-74-77-235Andy Smity-, U St. L.
Rick Sharp, UTM
Butch Lafferty, UMSt. L
76.81-71235
sorehead
76-236
Bill Seaton, UMSL L

4 '

77-78-81-236
75_80.82_,_237
82-79-76-237
75-83-79-237
81-80-77-238
79-79-80-238
80-79-80-239
79-81-79-239
75-78-86--239
78-77-84-239
78-82-80-240
82-79-79-240
81-78-81-240
75-83-82-240
81-80-80-241
77-82-82-241
77-79-86-242
79-8341--243
81-82-81-244'
82-81-82-244
77-83-84-244
73-85-86-244
82-85-79-245
82-85-79-246
80-8244--246
89-78-79-246
75-85-8747
83-83-81-247
81-82-85-248
83-84-83-248
81-79-88-248
82-81-85--248
78-89-75-251
92-83-78-252
83-88-82-253
8649-100-- 275

third on a passed ball and
scored on Johnny Bench's sacrifice
Ken Sin le 's home run
triggered an eight-run rally in
the second inning that carried
Montreal over Philadelphia.
Bob Baily had hit a home run
m the bottom of the first -to
give Montreal a 1-0 lead before
the Expos put the game away,
Billy Williams hit his. 37th
homer to help Chicago beat St.
Louis. Milt Pappas pitched five
innings to record his 11th
straight victory before he was
hit in the face by a Jim Bibby
line drive. Pappas was able to
walk off the field and the insjury was apparently not
serious. •
Larry Stahl's tie-breaking
home run leading off the ,fifth
helped an Dego's Steve Arlin
beat Houston's Don Wilson.
Sam McDowell pitched seven
strong innings and Gary Matthews knocked in two runs with
a tinnier and single to lead San
Francisco Min Atlanta.

APPLICATIONS
are being

Accepted
for

Route Carriers
at
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Racers Drop Third Game Of
Season To Morehead Eagles

Mitrehead piled up 17 points in booted the PAT to send the
A field goal and a touchdown touchdown for Murray,
the final period to rally for a 27- Eagles off the field- only two
comin
the first six minutes of the pleted a 43-yard pass to George
24 win over the Murray State „ points behind.
final period gave the lead hack Greenfield in the end zone,
Racers Saturday, sending the
but
Andrew put the Eagles
. Andrews booted officials ruled that he was out of
-Golden Goose Egg" to MSU ahead for the first time with to Morehead,
his seond three-pointer from the bounds when he caught
president Harry- M. Sparks.
the
only two aninutes gone ' in the 24-yard
line, and split the pass.
Since the two schools are third stanza with a field goal
uprights after &One-yard touchMorehead, now 1-2-1 overall
celebrating their 50th an- from 18 yards out.
down drive by -Don Jones with and 1-1 in conference
niversaries this year, it was
play,
The Thoroughbreds coun- 9:54 remaining.
piled up 382 yards, 322 rushing
3000th HIT-Pittsburgh decided that the -Egg" would
tered with a two-yarct_ scoring
The .'Breds needed . Only two and 60 passing. Murray gained
Pirates right fielder Roberto go to the president of the losing
plunge by quarterback Tom minutes to gain take the lead 243 yards on the ground
, and 84
Clemente swings at a pitch that school.
The loss was Murray's third Pandolfi with 3:09 remaining in and Morehead used three more in the air.
became his 3000th hit. Clemente
the quarter. Pandolfi passed to minutes to take the lead for
The Racers, 0-2 in the conbecame the eleventh major of the year against no wins.
Engel for the two-point con- 'keeps.
ference, host the University of
league player to have 3000 hits. Morehead was also winless
version and the Racers were
Freshman quarterback Mike Tennessee at Martin
_prior to the win Saturday.
The hit came in the fourth
next
back
on top, 17-10.
Hobbe, who engineered the final Saturday.
After leading throughout the
ning of a game against the New
first half, the Racers fell behind
York Mets, it was a double.
AP Wirephote) in the third period, and again in
the fourth, but rallied both
times to regain the lead.
Morehead refused to,,give up,
though, and punched across the
American League
gante-winning score with less
East
W. L. Pct. GB. than five minute
s in the game.
Boston
553 -Detroit
Junior fullback Jim Engel
"
879
4 68
69
73 .549 /
1
2
Baltimore
.520 $
scored with 3:57 in the first By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Clarksville, Tenn.;
New York
79 73 520 5
Centre a 38-yard pass from Harry
period and Dennis Myers booted
Western Kentucky is off to a edged Washington and
Cleveland
,6A,
C
71 83 .461 14
Lee
15- Sykes to Greg Ely, followed by
.405 n''s the kick to give Murray an early good start on defending its Ohio
,14-in a College Athletic Confer-a a two-point conversion as Bob
'7-11Tea
d.
Lessthan two AI 111
Valley Conference- Cham9i0t1-• encegame; George
c
x hOicaeliglvd . . --C-Vit
:/-611 401
_
town fell be- Beck grabbed a Sykes pass.'
later, the
85 66 .563 6
'Breds pushed ship after a 17-7 victory' aver fore visiting Maryvil
Centre got its final tally as
le
Minnesota
76 75 .503 15
Morehead back to their own the weekend put the Hilltoppers Tennes
Kansas City
see 36-6; and Kentucky Sykes carried the ball from the
75 77 .493 161
/
2 goal
line
and collected a safety in the first spot in the confer- State droppe
Californ
Texas ia
74 79 .484 18
d its game to Jack- five into the end zone.
53 99 .349 38/
1
2 when a bad snap sailed over the ence.
son State 28-14.
X Clinched Division Title
Maryville quarterback Joe
head
of
the
Morehe
Wester
ad punter
n Kentucky signal-call.5aturday's Results_
Louisville, which raised its Costner opened the game
and out of the end zone.
/Detroit 13, Milwaukee 4;
er Leo Peckenpaugh ran for record to 2-0 and
holds the against Georgetown with a 78Boston 3, Baltimore 1
The Eagles narrowed the gat) one -touchdown and passed for fourth spot inthe Missour
Chicago 5, Texas 3
i Val- yard touchdown lob on the first
Oakland 10, Kansas City 5
another to lead the Hilltoppers ley Conference,
to 9-7 in the second stanza on,
made its half- play from scrimmage-and
- California 3, Minnesota 2
Cleveland at New York, rain mne-yard 'run by quarterback past East Tennessee. A Dick time adjustments after quarter- went on to strong-arm GeorgeDave Schaetzke. Kirk Andrews Herron field goal completed the back John Madeya
Sunday's Results
completed town with three more TD
Cleveland 2 4, New York 1-3,
tally. ,
only two of nine passes in the tosses,
)st game 11 innings
At Dayton, Ohio, Louisville's first two periods
Baltimore 2, Boston 1
Costner gained 307 yards
. He came
Detroit 5, Milwaukee 1
5-foot-5, 165-pound running back back in the second
half to hit through the air. including TD
Oaklana 4, Kansas City
Howard Stevens rolled up 222 seven nf seven
Texas 1, Chicago 0
for 109.
hurls to Don Scott in the second
yards as Louisville marched
Minnesota 3. California 2
Stevens scored three of the and third periods. Georgetown
Monday's Games
past Dayton 28-11. The Cardi- Cardinal touchd
owns, including mistakes accounted for ten of
Boston (Curtis 11-7)
De
nals, held to seven points dur- the only touchd
trot (Lolich 21-14).
own of the first the Maryville points as MaryBy BOB GREEN Milwaukee (rett 6-12) at
ing a first half that ended at 7- half. Stevens
scored again in ville turned a fumble recovery
fflew York ( • e 1643), N
Associated Press Golf Writer
3, came out of the locker room the third period
Chicag0
ed-des 0-0) at minwith a two- and a pass interception into
BETTE
NDORF, Iowa (AP) and took command of the field. yard run
-nesota -riVoodfori 14,14)
that capped a scoring scores.
Deane Beinan, has a love afCoach Lee Corso said later drivrStevens
National League
set up with a 44Kentucky State took an early
' East
fair going with the itate,.of that he was surprised by the
yard dash to the Dayton 24.
W. L. Pct. G.B. Iowa.
14-0 lean against Jackson State
Dayton defense in the first half,
x Pittsburgh
95 58 .621 -Eastern Kentucky rolled up but couldrit hold onto it, As
Chicago
84 68 553 1012 • "If they have a .golf and the team made an adjustits third straight win behind the Walter Payton and Ricky
New York
79 72 ,523 15
tourna
ment
in
this
ment
for the last two quarters runnin
state, you
St Louis
74 80 .481 211
/
2 can count
g of Alfred Thompson Young led JSC to a 28-14 win.
on me being there," to roll up 21 points.
Montreal
69 82 457 25
who scampered 10..yards for
Payton accounted for 20
Philadelphia
the
57 96 373 38
fairway strategist said SunAt Lexington. Indiana held
West
one tally and dashed again for points with two TDs and four
day
after
winning
It-Cincinnati
out
his second
longest against a series .of
93 59 .612 Houston
84 67 556 81; oorisecutive-Quad Cities Open bungles to edge Kentatky (1-2) the Colonels' final score. The conversion kicks, and Young
Los Angeles
other TD came on a blocked tallied on short runs for the
83 70 542 10' s championship.
35-34 in am intersectional bout.
Atlanta
70 82 461 23
punt which James Crooder Car- other JSC scores. Michael
The
San Francisco 67 86 .438 26r
victory
,
the
fourth
Elsewh
of
ere,
his
Morehead downed ried
z
to paydirt. Eastern is now Aeckman scored both of KenSan Diego
58 93 384 It'? pro career, kept intact Beinan's visiting Murray 27-24
in OVC 3-1.
x Clinched Division Title
tucky State's touchdowns, runrecord of never losing in- the play; - , Eastern
Saturday's Results
Kentucky
Centre came from a third ning for three yards and seizing
Philaclel hi 34 Montreal 0-8 state.
•
swamped Austin Peay 21-6 in
Los Angeles 4
quarter 14-0 deficit to score-tin a 13-yard scoring pass.
incinna
In ackh
Qya
10 innings
titles,
he also won the National
Pittsburgh 5, New York 0
St Louis 2, Chicago 1, 16 in- Amateur championship
in Des
nings
Moines in 1963.
'San Francisco 3, Atlanta 1
Houston 6, San Diego 5, 12 inBe:Tian, a 34-year-old former
nings
insurance executive from BethSunday's Results esda, Md., came from four
New York 7, Pittsburgh 3
ilifPg"seir /
Alb
Chicago 3, St. Louis 0
•Ei
strokes'off the pace with a last
i;
%
Montreal 10, Philadelphia 6
01
"
- •11't°0
,%t-it
r
•••.round 67 for a 72-hole 279, five
Cincinnati 1, Los Angeles 0
isamt41..Il
$
:-11
'Ilk%
t
San Diego 3, Houston 1
under par.
4;
6
.1 0
,
111
No."0
San Francisco 6, Atlanta 2
,
II....,
4
k
"When I started out, I figft, i
‘k16
Monday's Games
3
1
,17
ill,
N
ured it would take seven under
Philadelphia (Carlton
A'
at Chicago (ReuSChel 98), 26 101 to win it," he said,
"then evNew York (McAndrew% ill
lir
erybody started backing off, so
14 4
and Moore
0) at Montrea
it,
., l
f
A
ia .4
:
t
(Stoneman 11 14 and Morton 7-l I just played it conservatively
ti.s.avg_oPtega
(0.-;-...v........,..-a4-te
litk
13) 2, twi night
0
over the last four holes."
"
4
11111117
.gra...5.r
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4444
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Western Leading Conference
After Downing East Tennessee

STANDINGS

Beman Wins
Quad Cities

Bla,$) Injured In Game;
May Not Start Playoffs
By KEN RAPPOPORT . the examination proved negaSouthpaw Don Gullett is wit,. tive.
ling and able. On the other
In the other National League
hand, Steve Blass may be wil- games,the Montreal Expos defeated the Philadelphia Mlles
ling-but not able.
Gullett, the Cincinnati left- 10-6; the Chicago Cubs trimmed
hander Who had hepatitis ear- 'the St. Louis Cardinals 3-0; the
lier this season, proved Sunday San Diego Padres turned back
that he's fit to start the Nation- the Houston Astros 3-1 and the
al League playoffs by beating San Francisco Giants beat the
Atlanta Braves 6-2.
the Los Angeles Dodgers 1-0.
Blass, the obvious choice - to
Miler's hit off Blass' elbow
start next Saturday for the drove in New York' third run of
Pittsburgh Pirates, was possi- the inning. The. Mets then put
bly knocked out of the assign- the game away with a four-run,
ment when struck by a line third inning highlighted by Ted
drive on his right elbow in a 7-3 Martinez' three-run homer. loss to the New York Mets.
Gullett, whose hepatitis in
"The doctor told me to keep inid-stunmer knocked him out
Moving it so that it wouldn't of action for several weeks, aptighten up," said Blass after peared to be as strong as ever
catching John Miler's drive on • with a one-hit performance
his pitching arm in the first in- through .eight innings Sunday.
ning Sunday.- "I really don't Clay Carrolt-pitched the ninth
know whether I'll be ready, I for the Reds to record his 36th
have no idea. But I have pretty 'save, a major league recod.
inaid movemenland I can still
The Reds scored their wingrip the ball.
ning run in the -eighth, inning
Blass' 19-Fame-winning arm when Pete Rose singled, moved
was x-rayed at a hospital and to se -and on a sacrifice, took
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Soccer Team Handed
3-2 Loss By Georgia
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Playing in a driving rain for
most of the afternoon in Cutchin
Stadium, the Murray State
soccer team dropped a 3-2
contest to Georgia State Friday
afternoon.
Murray went out in front on a
first quarter goal by Steve'
Claxton and held the lead until
midway through the first period
when the opponents scored their
first goal.
Pat Francis put Murray back
on top by scoring a gnal
in the

1
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IAA minutes of the first period
and giving Murray a 2-1 advantage. - •
The Racers carried -the -2-1
lead into the final seven minutes
of the game when Georgia State
rallied to .tie the score at two
apiece. Two minutes later the
guests-scored another goal and-,
held on through the rainstorm
and soggy playing conditions to
take the victory. •
Murray, after losing its first
game of the year to the
University of Alabama (Huntsville, is now 0-2 for the season.

$238
this week at

LongJohn Silvers'
SEAFOOD SHOPPE

AFTER 4:30 in the afternoon
Cross Country Team
—
Wins Over Arkansas mond
ay
•-•

By MIKE. BRANDON
finished fifth with a 2,1:20. only
Ledger& Times Sportswriter
nine seconds behind' tourtn
The Murray State cross place finisher Jim Bailey
of
country team took a win ,over Arkansas State.
Arkansas alp Friday ,aW
Other Murray participants
Murray-Calloway
Country_ were Randy Norris in the ninth
Club. 'Die-Racers, runningin a position, Stan Thompson 10th
driving rain, took the first three ,and John Balbach Iltb.
places in taking the-0-37 vieTuesday -Murray will -be at
- -,-...,
tory.
Carbpndale to run against
Sain Torres crossed the finish Coach Bill Cornell's alma
line of the.four mile course with nutter, Southern
Illinois
a 19:58, far 'ahead. of teatomate University. The
meet will
Rod Harvey who wa.s second begin at 4 pill. The •next
home
Wit!) a 20:46. Dennis Sturt, a meet for Murray , will
he
native of Matawan, New Jer- Saturday at -the , Murra
ysey, was third with a mark of Calloway Country Club
as
21:03.
. Western Illinois will provide
Greg FullArton,-sunning. only competition in a
five mile race
las second meet this season, which will begin
at 11 a.m.

Buy a golden fried fish
&
chips dinner and get
the
second order

Friday

Buy a golden fried fish &
chips 4inner and get the

COMING THROUG/
Milwaukee Brewers Di

Easte
In La
By HAL BOC
• Associated Press spo
Here is.a tip of the
little old Amer
schedule maker.
know, it last winter
drertfp the AL cale
he has created one
pup to the 1972 regula
The East division
months and some 1
after it started-has
to the final three g
baseball season,
tenders are Boston a
and the battle will be
it should be-head to
The Red Sox are
for the start of a
series tonight. The
wins two of those g
advance to the AL
face-the Oakland A'
- Boston's first-pla
trimmed to one-half
day When the Reda 2-1 :decision to
while Detroit was wh
waukee 5-1.
In other Americ

Top
Both
By HERS.CHEL
Associated Press
Top-ranked Sout
nia and runner-u
survived the ra
over the weekend
both continue t
ways it appea
question of who's
to be settled in a
a bowl.
The problem is
Cal plays in the
ferenee, whose c
'to the Rose Bow
lioma is in the
up for grabs by
except the RI)
"I suppose
next week,"
State's Duffy D
Southern Cal bl
51-6 Saturday n
know who is No
me USC is as g
team. It would
and Oklahoma
While Souther
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New Eiiglánd Pulls Out Victory
Over Redskins 24-23 On Sunday

Murray, compass to George
end zone, but
t he was out of
caught the

By BRUCE LOWITT
Associated Press Sports Writer
"I don't like these endings,"
young Jim Plunkett said. "Between this week and last iveek,
-I'm getting gray hairs."
Last week, it was a missed
16-yard field goal in the final
minute that gave New England
a 21-20 victory over Atlanta.
'That, however, was nothing
• compared to what _happened
Sunday in Foxboro. Mass.
The 24-year, old quarterback
put New England ahead with a
remarkable scrambling bullseye touchdown pass, then had
to wait out-tour of the most
frantic minutes in National
a
Football League history before
his Patriots pulled out a 24-23
COMING THROUGH—Detroit Tiger catcher Duke Sims (righti was out as he barreled into squeaker over the Washington
Redskins.
Milwaukee Brewers Dick Auerbach during the game in Detroit.
In Sunday's other games, the
AP Wirephoto)
Houston Oilers stunned the New

1-2-1 overall
nference play,
ds, 322 rushing
Murray gained
ground, and 84
2 in the conUniversity of
Martin next

ee
from Harry
ly, followed by
version as Bob
a Sykes pass:
final tally as
e ball from the
d zone.
uarterback Joe
ed the game
town with a 78n lob on the first
crirnmage—and
g-arm Georgeee more TD

Eastern Race To Be Decided
In Last Moe-Season TGames
By HAI. BOCK . . action
Sunday, Oakland
• Associated Pres,s Sports Writer trimmed Kansas City 4-2,
Here isa tiii of the hat to the Texas shut out Chicago 1-0,
little old American,. League, Cleveland :swept a doubleschedule maker, lie didn't: header with New York, winning
keow, it last winter when he the first game 2-1 and taking
dreteffp the AL calender, but the second 4-3, and Minnesota
he has created one dandy wra- edged California 3-2.
pup to the 1972 regular season.
In the National League, New
The East division race-- lock rapped Fittsburgh 7-3,
months and some 150 games Chicago shut out St. Lotiis 3-0,
after it started—has come down Montreal routed Philadelphia
to the final three games.of:the 10-4l, Cincinnati blanked Los Anbaseball season. The ' con- geles 1-0, Sari Diego trimmed
tenders are Boston and Detroit Houston 3-1 and San Francisco
and the battle will be settled as whipped Atlanta 6-2.
it should be—head to head.
.Boston nominated left-hander
The Red Sox are in Detroit John Curtis for tonight's opener
for the start of a three-game with Detroit ace Mickey Lolich
series tonight. The team that opposing him. After that, it will
wins two of those games will be Luis Tiant Tuesday and
advance to the AL playoffs to Marty Pattin Wednesday for
face-the Oakland A's.
the Red Sox with the Tigers
Boston's first-place edge was using Woody Fryman against
trimmed to one-half game Sun- Tiant and Joe Coleman ow the
day when the Red •Snx dropped last day. a 2-1 .decision to Baltimore
The Sox had hoped to take
while Detroit was whipping Mil- the Ili games lead they „held
waukee 5-1.
most of last week into the final
In other American League series. That would have meant

ed 307 yards
including TD
t in the second
. Georgetown
ted for ten of
points as Maryfumble recovery
interception into
te took an early
Jackson State
hold onto it, as
n and Ricky
to a 28-14 win.
ted for 21)
o TDs and four
cks, and Young
rt runs for the
scores. Michael
both of Kentouchdowns, runyards and seizing
mg pass.

that one victory at -Detroit
would clinch the flag for them.
But Baltimore's crafty Mike
Cuellar was having none of
that. He scattered eight ilifr
and Bobby Grich's sixth-inning
hoiner gave the Orioles the vic'a •
tory.
On the scoreboard, the Sox
watched Detriait's John Hiller
mow down Milwaukee on five
hits for his first victory in exactly two years. - Hiller, out of
baseball because of a heart attack last year, had last won a
game on Oct. 1, 1970. ,
Aurelio Rodriguez cracked a
-thretarkit homer and Dick
McAuliffe and Al Kaline added
solo shots to account for the
Tiger.runs.
Now the time for scoreboard
watching is over. •
•Texas ended its 15-game losing streak with -Dark Boarnan
throttling Chicago: on three hits
and blanking the White Sox.
Boman struck out 13 batterS
and the Rangers scored the
game's only run in the first in-

ning when Dave Nelson walked,
stole second, moved to third on
a fly ball and scored on Ted
Ford's single.
Oakland's West Division
champions whipped Kansas
City with Gene Tenace pacing
the late-inning offense. Tenace
singled and came around to
score the tie-breaking run in
the-eighth inning. Then he singled home two more runs for
the A's in the ninth.
Gaylord Perry._ limited New
York to four hits and struck out
11 as Cleveland won the first
game of its doubleheader with
the Yankees.
Chris Chambliss' 11th-inning
sacrifice fly scored the decidihr
run in the opener for the Indians. Them, two errors by
Yankee catcher John Ellis
helped the Indians to two runs
that proved decisive in,. the
sixth inning of the nightcap.
Jiru,_ Holt drilled three
straight hits and drove in-Two
runs as Minnesota edged, California.

York Jets 26-20, the Miami Dol- to boot a 27-yarder---which sailphins nosed out the Minnesota ed wide to the right. The PatriVikings 16-14, the Green Bay ots still led. All they had to do
Packers edged the Dallas Cow- was run out the clock. With
boys 16-13, qie Baltimore Colts Washington calling time out
blanked the
flab Bills 17-0, after every play, though, they
the Detroit Lions beat the Chi- couldn't, arid ,were forced...to
cago Bears 38-24, the Kansas punt.
City Chiefs overwhelmed the
Bill Malinchak, however,
Denver Broncos 45-24, the At- blew in and blocked the kick,
lanta Falcons slammed the Los then pounced on it in the end
Angeles Rams 31-3, the Pitts- zone. Touchdown? Wrong. Safeburgh Steelers defeated the St. ty—just two points instead of
Louis Cardinals 25-19, the San six. So the Patriots still led, 24Franciscos49ers walloped the 23.
—New Orleans Saints 37-2, the
Atter a free kick, the 'Skins
Cleveland Browns bounced the
Cincinnati Bengals 27-6 and the got the ball once more and
Oakland Raiders and San Diego
Chargers struggled to a 17-17
tie.
In tonight's nationally
televised game ( ABC, 9 p.m.,
EDT), the New York Giants
tackle the Eakles in Philadelphia.
With Washington leading 2117 midway in the fourth guar-ter, PInnkett drove the Patriots
By ED SHEARER .
from their own 20-yard line :to
the Redskins' 24. Then he faded Associated Press Sports Writer
Unheralded Auburn has an
back to pass—only to find the
-Redskins swarming in on himaa opportunity to snap the nation's
He took off to the right, With liiniseSta-malor t(dirge winningseveral would-be tacklers in hot streak for the second straight
fpursuit, then fired to rookie week.
Coach Ralph "Shug" JorJosh 'Ashton on the goal line to
dan's Tigers, fighting for recogput the Patriots on top 24-21.
But tie Redskins were far nition in the national poll-, fired
from. finished. They moved to a defensive :haymaker - at
the New England 25 and, with fourth-ranked Tpnnessee Naturless than two minutes to go, dais: ppd ended the Vials-winning
Curt Knight kicked a game- string at.10-wiiti -a 10-6 victory.
Next up is Mississippi, which
tying 33-yard field goal.
But hold on. The Patriots, it struggled to a 13-9 decision
seems, were guilty of roughing over Southern Mississippi for
the kicker. That gave Washing- ifs__ Ifith. consecutive triumph,
ton Coach George Allen several replacing Tennessee on the
options. He could refuse the longest winning string list.
The Auburn-Ole Miss clash at
penalty and keep the field goal
or forget the three points and Jackson is one of two crucial
Southeastern Conference battles
take a first down instead.
"What the heck," he said lat- Saturday, the other matching
er. "Any time you have a defending champion Alabama
chance to win a game ..." So and Georgia at Athens in the
the 'Skins took the first down. . renewal of their series.
In Other SEC battles SaturBut.three downs netted only
one yard and Knight returned day. Mississippi State is at

moved to New England's 42.
But with 12 seconds to go,
Knight's last-gasp 50-yarder
also sailed wide—and the Patriots finally had the victory.
Dan Pastorini directed Houston to a pair of touchdowns—
one a Willie Rodgers one-yard
'plunge, the other a 52-yard Ken
Iturrough pass reception—for a
14-13 halftime lead.
Then the Jets gave up two
fumbles and an intercepted Joe
Namath pass to help set up
•.three of Skip Butler's four field
goals.
"I'd like to get the reputation
that wt.:are a come-from-be-

hind team," Coach Don Shula
said after his Dolphins did just
that to remain the NFL's only
undefeated team.
Trailing • the Vikings 14-6,
Miami got three points on Garo
Yepremian's booming 51-yard
field goal with 4:15 to play,
then mounted a 59-yard drive
climaxed by Bob Griese's
three-yard touchdown toss to a
wide open Jim Mandich with
lust 88 seconds left.
ran
for
Landry
Greg
touchdowns of 10, 6 and 13
yards and threw to Craig Cotton for a three-yard score to
lead Detroit past the Bears.

Auburn Tigers Break
s Winning Streak
Kentucky, Louisiana State at
Rice, Florida at Florida State
and Virginia at Vanderbilt.
The independent slate sends
_ripen con
Georgia Tech
Miami of Florida-to Baylor,
Louisville to Tampa, Pittsburgh
to Tulane and West Texas State
to Southern Mississippi.
Entering the fifth week of the
season, Alabama, Auburn and
Florida share the SEC lead
with perfect records, while
-Georgia, Ole Miss and-14U
await their conference openers.
Alabama pounded Vanderbilt
48-21 Saturday night, while
Florida won its league opener
28-13 from Mississippi State.
In other action Saturday,
ISU belted.Wisconsin 27-7,
Georgia trimmed North Carolina State 28-22 arid Indiana outscored Kentucky 35-34.
Two independent quarterbacks turned in exceptional
performances Saturday. Georgia Tec•h'S Eddie McAshan
fired five touchdown passes and

a two-point conversion with
only 17 seconds to play at the
Jackets tied Rice 36-36 and
Gary Huff hurled four scoring
passes as unbeaten Florida
State smacked Kaiisas 44-24.
In other games, Michigan
pounded. Tulane 44-7 and Kansas State bouneed Tampa 31-7,
knocking,. each of the' Southeastern teams from the unbeaten ranks.
- The big one of the day, however, was at __Birmingham ,
Where Jordan continued his
mastery over Vol Coach Bill
Battle, whipping the young
Tennessee coach for the third 4
straight year.
"Outside of the coaches and
players, not many people gave
us a chance," said Jordan. His
team was a 14-point underdog.
"I don't think this has anything to do with a jinx," said
Battle, who took only his fourth
coaching defeat. "They just
beat us—whipped us physically
up and down the field."
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Top-Ranking Cbilege Teams
Both Win Weekend Contests
By HERSCHEL NLSSENSON.
Associated Press Sports Writer
Top-ranked Southern California and runner-up Oklahoma
survived the rash of upsets
over the weekend and if they
both continue their winning
ways it appears that the
question of who's No. 1 will have
to be settled in a poll rather than
a bowl.
The problem is that SoUtheit
Cal plays in the Pacific-8 ConferenCe, whose champion goes
'to the Rose Bowl, while Okla,homa is in the Big Eight and
up for grabs by ihy bowl ...
except the Rosa.,
"I suppose they'll be No. 1
next week," said Michigan
State's Duffy Daugherty after
Southern Cal blasted his team
51-6 Saturday night. "I don't
know who is No. 1, but I imagine USC is as good as any other
team. It would be great if USC
and Oklahoma could play."
While Southern Cal arid Okla..'
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horna, a 52-3 winner over Clem- his pet play, the : fullback
son, were rolling along, six oth- smash?
er members of The Associated
"They give you eight men up
Press Top Ten—Ohio State, front," he said,"and to run on
Alabama, Michigan, Louisiana it you must use that fullback to
State, Notre Dame and even block."
once-beaten defending chamSixth-rated Alabama crushed
pion Nebraska—were ready and Vanderbilt 48-21 with a crunchwilling to stake their claim to ing ground game, although
No. 1 should the leaders falter, Coach Bear Bryant said he
a fate that befell third-ranked "didn't think they could score
-Colorado and fourth-rated 21 Points on us,"
Tennessee.
,
Flashy Johnny Rodgers set a
Colorado dropped a 31-6 Big Eight career pass-catching
shocker to Oklahoma State record-2,070 yards—and a
while Auburn staved off school scoring mark with his
Tennessee 10-6 in the weekend's 34th and 35th touchdowns in
maim- upsets, along with seventh-ranked Nebraska's 49-0
Wyoming's wild 45-43 triumph rout of Minnesota.
Michigan, No. 8, put down.
over No. 11 Arizona State.
upset-minded
and 18th-ranked
Ohio State, ranked fifth,
turned freshman tailback Ar- Tulane 41-7 al EdsSlauttlesworth
chie Griffin loose for the first bulldo7W for 151 yards aixi
time and he romped for a three scores. Ninth-rated Louischool record 239 yards in a 29- siana State beat Wisconsin 27-7,
14 victory over North Carolina. breaking open a close, game
Why did woody Hayes forsake with two field goals in the. third
period—including a school
record 52-Yarder by Juan
+NW- -.IVO411.
Rhea—and two touchdowns in
the fourth.
Tenth-ranked Notre Dame's
new-found offense trimmed
Purdue 35-14 as Tom Clements
passed for 287 yards and two
touchdowns and fellow sophomore Eric Penickapined. 133
yards in only'13 carries. 'Colorado . hpd its national
championship • hopes destroyed
by Oklahoma State as Alton
Gerdrd
ran
fot
three
touchdowns and slick little
Brent Blackman directed the
Cowboys to 307 rushing yards.
Tennessee, bent on revenge,
came away instead with, its
third consecutive loss to Auburn on Terry Henley's oneyard scoring plunge and Gardner
Jett's 30-yard field goal.
753-4576
.
Wyoming's Steve COckreham
ran for three touchdowns and
passed for one against Arizona
State while 12th-ranked Teads

Phone

- Closed All Day Thursday
—

opened - its bid for a 'fifth consecutive Southwest Conference
criawa with a 25-20 triumph
over Texas Tech as quarterback Alan Lowry scored twice .
in the second half.
Elsewhere, No. 13 Penn
State, blanked for three periods, shaded Iowa 14-10, on John
Hufnagel's last-minute
touchdown pass to Dan Natale
No. 14 Washington remained
unbeaten with a 31-11 drubbing
of Illinois; No. 15 UCLA shellacked Oregon 65-20 Friday
night; Gary
Huff's four
touchdown passes paced No. 16
Florida State past Kansas 4422; No. 17 Mississippi overcame
Southern Mississippi 13-9 with a
last-period touchdown and No.
19 Stanford outslugged No. IC
West Virginia behind John Winesberry's running and Mike
Boryla's passing.

Williams
Announces
Retirement
ARLINGTON, Tex, Al'
Manager Ted Williams almost
didn't stick around long enough
to see his floundering Texas
Rangers finally snap their
American League losing 'streak
at 15 straight games.
They finally turned the trick
by shutting out the Chicago
White Sox 1-0 in the season's final home game on Dick Bosman's three-hitter Sunday—but
Williams already was on the
way out.
The former big league batting wonder disclosed 24 hours
earlier that he's retiring as the
adis-akipper, effective after
the end of the carnpaign two
games hence at Kansas City. i

INTRODUCING
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH
1973
CHRYSLER NEW YORKER '73.
THE CAR CHANGED.
THE IDEA DIDN'T.

CIDAA

The Chrysler heritage of great engineering .
innovation lives. on in,the new 1973 Chrysler
New Yorker
-

SPACE DUSTER
PART COUPE.
PART WAGON.
PART MAGIC.

A new concept in riymouth economy
All the great features of the regular
Duster, plus new fold-down rear seat,
and sliding sun root options

Extra
Care In
Engineering
Coming
Through
For You.
AUTHORIEED DEALERS

lithir
4111"CHFPfroLE
R
Caltvolmtiou
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PLYMOUTH

FURY
Part of the beauty
is the lasting quality.
4 Not just the standard electronic ignition ..
not just the Torsion-Quiet Ride or the
great new styling
it's the way this fury
is built to last longer than eye, before

THAT'S THE JOY OF
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH.

TAYLOR MOTORS, Inc.
301 S.4th Street
Phone -753-1312
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NEW YORK,N.Y.—More and
more there seem to be less and
less babies. Births have been
Air Vt•
declining in the United States
since the spring of 1971,
reversing the upswing that
began in the fall of 1968, according to a newly released
study.
The study, based on a survey
Ford Division's bread-and-butter car, the full-sized Ford, offers a new look for 1973 with new sheet of the registration offices
of
metal from the window line down, a new grille and new energy-absorbing front and rear bumpers. health departments
throughout
New standard features on all 1973 Fords include an especially convenient instrument panel, wiper- the country-, notes
that for the
mounted windshield washers and improved window weather-stripping for an even quieter ride. The first half of this
year, the total
LTD Brougham four-door hardtop ishowni and other four-door models have new "greenhouses" with number of births in
the country
Increased headroom.
as a whole was 8.6 percent

stiF

Frances Drake

FOR MONDAY,
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
What your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Mars, fairly favorable, promises a generally satisfactory
day. Keep yourself in line and
you will help others to do
likewise, insuring gains for all.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) til€ 1'
Don't believe that You are
alone in strife, difficulty or
dilemma. They are everywhere
— but YOU can conquer
through your innate good
judgment and self-discipline.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Consider new methods and
techniques, but don't overreach
your -capacities. Neither be
overanxious. Impress others
with your poise and good
judgment.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Have faith in your objectives,
confidence in your methods —
providing that you have
deliberated and made SURE
what your objectives are, and
their feasibility.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. IS)
Family concerns, personal
interests generally, and
business matters all share in
beneficent planetary influences. If you do your Wel;
day's harvest will please.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
All may not go exactly as you
desire, but you will find many
advantages, anyway — if you
look carefully in all areas.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) II-Curb a tendency toward
pessimism now. No matter
what disappointments you may
encounter, keep on plugging.
Try to pattern your day after
previous successful ones.

nit9

430(c)

4

OCTOBER 2, 1972
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
You are still left pretty much
on your own to decide on the
best means to gain benefits, but
deliberations and conclusions
MUST be accurate.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You may feel too closely
regimented or fret that your
best ideas are "not appreciated." Curb such thoughts
and carry on smilingly. In 24
hours, generous influences will
bring reward.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Prevailing influences indicate
the possibility of some deception in your area. Be alert, and
ready to counteract with firmness. Above all, avoid those who
have deceived you before.
AQUARIUS
/*RI
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You can reap something of a
harvest from past efforts, but
don't let up now. Continued
striving will bring still greater
rewards.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
You will wind up "in the red"
on day's balance sheet if you do
not think and function competently rightfrom the start, By
directing energies smartly,
however, you can achieve
much.

e.V.

WASHINGTON (AP) — PasSage of the 26th Amendment to
the Constitution, extending voting rights to 18-year-olds, may
lead to a revenue loss running
into the hundreds of millions of
dollars for state colleges and
universities.
This is the potential loss from
nonresident fees at state
schools if adult status, legal
residence and voting rights for
students in college towns make
them exempt from nonresident
tuition charges, according to
Dr. Robert F. Carbone, dean of
the School of Education at the
University of Maryland.
On behalf of the National Association of State Universities
and Land Grant Colleges and
the American Association of
State Colleges and Universities,
Carbone surveyed nearly 400
four-year colleges which are
members of these groups.
"If adult status and voting
rights for college-age• citizens
eliminate nonresident tuition
charges in public colleges and
universities," Carbone said,
"the effect on higher-education
budgets will be staggering."
Schools surveyed by Carbone
enrolled this fall 463,357 nonresident students who paid a
tuition
differential
of
$329,090,4e6.
About half the institutions responding, Carbone said, reported they had had inquiries re-
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broken into four pieces and a
bunch of soap grapes with each
grape designed to be used individually.
A grapefruit soap had eight
sections, but it also filled another requirement — it was wrapped in soluble paper and packed
in a reusable clear glass globe.
A watermelon soap was packaged in its own rind which could
serve as a soap dish.
Some students used dispensers One white enamel slicing machine was designed to
slice soap to any thickness desired. It was wrapped in soluble
paper Another was packaged in
a reusable injection molded dispenser which drops one piece at
a time. An easy-to-use hand
soap is packed in a wash cloth
of dehydrated sporige compressed to paper thinness. Soap
balls in fruit shapes were packed in clear jars which could
become fruit preserve jars later.
, And there were soapy cookies
too — fruit scented and in reusable jars.

SUPER COUPON
• DRYCLEANIIING
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•

United States. First Births
accounts for 39.9 pereent of the
total.
Least affected by the current
downswing has been the experience for second children,
their nwnber declining by only
1.9 percent between 1970 and
1971.
-- Childbearing - remains concentrated among relatively
young adults with almost twofifths of the new babies born to
women aged 20-24 and a quarter
to those five years older, the
statisticians note.
There has been a pronounced
downtrend in births among
women past the prime of
reproductive life, continuing a
decline that has been evident
for many years. At ages 35-39
the nwnber of births dropped
from 206,000 in 1968 to 165,000 in
1971, a decrease of 19.8 percent.
The corresponding decreases
were more marked for women
in their forties.
In addition, there has been a
slow but steady rise in the
number of births to girls under
age 15, despite the publicity
about the adverse health and
social consequences for young
mothers and their infants. Such
births numbered close to 12,000
last year, and still represent 9.3
percent of the total. The figure
is, however, well a above the
births to -women aged 45 or
older.
One of the contributing factors to the downturn, may have
been the economic recession of
1969-70, according to the
statisticians. Now that the
economy has been moving
upward however, the level of
births should rise in the near
future. There is, already,
evidence that the births decline
is waning.
Present indications are that
births in the United States, will
drop to approximatly 3,300,000
this year—about 250,000 fewer
than in 1971.

a
By AP Newsfeatures
In the future, non-Polluting products may get a start
at the design school level.
Students engaged in a.fashlon
visuals program at Pratt Institute in Brooklyn recently
were given an assignment to
design a bar of soap.
They came up with some intriguing ideas in form, texture,
Usefulness, even as they maintained the requirements that included achieving a concept that
was pleasing to the eye and a
basic ingredient that was organically grown.
lit Addition the soap had to
clean the skin naturally without
burning the user's eyes, it could
not slip out of a user's hands.
and it had to float in water The
package had to be soluble or
reusable and made of organic
ingredients so it could be recycled.
There were the easy to use
soaps — one that was easy to
handle with either the right or
left hand, an apple-scented
bubble bath soap that could be

The country's births increased from 3,501,564 in 1968 to
3,738,009 in 1970 and then
dropped by 4.8 percent to about
3,560,000 in 1971, according to
statisticians. Every geographic
division, .except for the
Mountain States where there
was no change, registered
fewer live births in 1971 than in
the year before. The decreases
ranged from 0.6 percent in the
West South Central area to
more than 8 percent in the
Middle Atlantic/ and Pacific
States,
New York State, where birth
registrations were down by over
10 percent, showed the largest
decrease among the states.
Within New York City, births
lated to reclassification.
were off by 11.6 percent; outside
In general, Carbone said, cur- the City, births dropped by 9.4
rent requests for reclassifica- percent. Decreases of more
tion have been denied on the than twice the national average
ground that the university's cri- also occurred in Washington,
teria for residency are not 10.1 percent, and Connecticut,
based on being a registered vo- 9.8 percent. The decline was
ter of the state.
almost as marked in California,
Undoubtedly, he concluded, with births off by 9.1 percent.
the question of determining
In contrast to the national
residency will be decided in the trend, 10 states, registered
courts.
more births in 1971 than in 1970.
A new California state law But in 1972, the downtrend in
gives 18-year-olds adult status births has become nationwide,
for virtually all purposes, Car- havin spread to the 10 states
••
boneetaid, and this has been in- that did not have declines in
10 v4.
4.
t';\
terpreted to mean an out-of- 1971.
state student could commence
The • study showed that the
the one year durational resi- largest decreases were for
_
dence requirement to be eli- births beyond the second child,
gible for in-state tuition fees.
ranging from a decrease of 6.3
The one-year durational re- percent, for third children to
quirement for earning residen- 13.6 percent for the sixth and
cy for tuition purposes in Min- later. There were only 1/42,000 of
nesota was upheld in a U.S. Su- the latter births in 1971, the
preme Court decision.
smallest number in more than a
Carbone advised public in- half century,; such births now
stitutions to start searching for represent only 5.1 percent of the
realistic alternatives to the non- total.
resident tuition.
First births decreased by 3.7
"If nonresident tuition is de- percent, although the 1971
clared illegal," he said, "it is figure, 1,422,000, is the third
Main at 7th St. Murray, Ky. Phone 7517921
likely that the institutional re- largest annual number of first
sponse will be to increase the burns in the history of. the
knomormpoc,corzocrerempeoraesmaca.1114941141141111111•04.11
fees of all students to cover lost •
income. Clearly, this ex•I••-••
•••
•
••
•
•••••••••••••••
•
•
•••• •••••••
•
pediency would strike a telling
blow to the low-tuit and cuffs
•
against -which public higher
•
education in America has been
•
built."

_Nov BORN_ TODAY: Yours-.
is a highly emoti6nal -Mct iiTTIMM*
tiistic personality. Many musicians, poets, painters and
writers were born under Libra.
Your magnetic personality
could also make you a great
Frances Drake
success on the stage, but you
must learn to control your
FOR TUESDAY,OCTOBER 3, 1972
emotions since giving into them
interferes with the concentration needed for a topLook in the section in which SCORPIO
flight career. With your ver- your birthday comes and find (Oct. 24 to Noe. 72)
satility, there are many fields what your outlook is, according Both your endurance and
which you can conquer in the to the stars.
disposition are still being
pursuit of a happy and suctested, but take heart. In a
ARIES
cessful life and, should you not
couple of days adverse stellar
Mar.
21
to
Apr
20)
choose one of the aforemenDo not become discouraged if influences will lift and you can
tioned arts, you could do equally
a
pet project hasn't quite go full steam ahead.
well in medicine, the law,
worked
out—especially if you SAGITTARIUS
(ON.PAHAElt
designing or business managevo
*
mos
KNOW
it
was worth the effort. ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
1ment. Birthdate of: Graham
Give it another chance. Per- Planetary restrictions lift now
, tRECT•ZO 0 wYS PIKETILI
1111..
author,
Greene.
playwright;
and you should have a
-•• tor. 11.4.114/ft- I•••
1
UV VS
Groucho
Marx,
famed sistence is the answer.
G‘no Akio .4 .0•••••• win 444. W.1.•-,
satisfying day. Especially
420014
.
RINK*
comedian.
.1%.413001.110X SI 11 P
TAURUS
favored: Business organization,
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 64.ffii
- ,
••••111••1111111•11•11••111•1111111\ Stellar influences encourage finances, dealings with the
practically all of your en- CAPRICORN
•deavors
now. Give of your best
22 to Jan. 20) /4Cr
•and you can go for. In leisure (ADec.
day calling for good
•time, plan to do something out judgment. Don't sell any new
of the ordinary.
idea short, and do look for new
•GEMINI
•
•
opportunities which may not be
( May 22 to June 21) 11$
9
t- immediately obvious.
A clean sweep, a new deal, a AQUARIUS
terrific break—call it what you ( Jan 21 to Feb. 19) =jgik
will—it is here for you to take Your
planets, favorably
and use to your advantage— aspected, especially encourage
with
determination
and artistic aspirations, original
ingenuity.
ideas, romance, domestic affairs and new friendships
CANCER
PISCES
(June 22 to July 23) COO
(Feb.
20 to Mar. 20) X
Do not be timid about
beginning a new venture or Synchronize activities to
even changing your en- coincide with needs of the day
vironment if it could benefit. More than the usual reward is
promised for constructive
Know
your
boundaries,
recognize limitations, however_ endeavors. Benefactors are
waiting to &Mist you.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 41244g
S4.75)
YOU BORN TODAY are
A little snap and bounce won't endowed with great dignity and
•
But put charm; are intellectual and
be amiss now
everything in proper propor- artistic in your leanings,
tion. Otherwise there could be fastidious in your tastes The
some errors in judgment.
Libran can become an outstanding leader in almost any
VIRGO
field—but especially in the
August 24 to Sept. 23)
needed
Care
ex- judiciary where his sense of
in
perimentation, hastily con- justice and equilibrium would
trived messages and writings; shine. You also have a gift for
also transportation. Reason words end this talent, coupled
things out to a logical con- with an unusual fluency of
clusion, then initiate ap- expression, would make you a
writer or lecturer of rare
propriate measures.
r ow(,L. ANDE.aa RE
-ability. Your love of tradition
LIBRA
and heritage attracts you to
oSept. 24 to Oct. 231
history, archeology and the
•
Getting behind in chores, in classical art forms. If you do not
fulfilling promisee Perhaps take up one of the arts as a
you have overcommitted career, in fact, you may pursue
Phone 753-7101
yourseif. Don't avoid "cred- one or more avocationally.
• 113 Sycamore
itors." Talk things over frankly Birthdate of: George Bancroft,
and they will understand.
historian.

•
•

below the comparable 1971
count.

Voting Status May Cost
Colleges Nonresidents

Your Individual Horoscope 134-Z

Designs for Soap. Bar
Show Many Variations

-United -States Births
Continue To Decrease

:tea
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Good Thru Oct 7 1972
•

•

•

•

••: 1

•
•

COUPONS GOOD ALL WEEK OCT. 2 thru 7

HOUR

cLeaneRs

Central ,Shopping Center

•
•
•

1131

Open 7 a.m.-6 p.m.

- Phone 753-99114

KNITS shou!d be DRYCLEANED by

•
•
•

PROFESSIONALS

••••••••••••••••••••
5••••••,••••••S CS
•

R 2, 1972
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* Prices Good Tuesday & Wednesday Only *

LILILLLL

and a
with each
used indihad eight
lied anothWas wrapnd packed
lass globe.
was packInch could
used disnamel slicigned to
rekness dein soluble
ckaged in
molded dise piece at
use hand
wash cloth
nge corninness. Soap
were pack hich could
rve jars lat

ELECTRONIC

CALCULATOR

py cookies
and in re

LADIES

3-PIECE

oes
.
,
11'4N11.0

CORNING WARE

FAKE FUR

79"

COATS

Fantastic, ;buy on'this desk top marvel
that weighs only
2 1 /4 lbs. Does all
the usual calculations plus chain
or mixed multiplication and division.

Set P-917 contains
a 41
/
2 qt. covered
baking dish, 9/
1
2"
covered skillet, 2/
1
2
qt.covered saucepan.

COOKWARE SET

'Reg. -94 88
Coats to make fall fun! A large
variety of styles from whicl. to
choose--a huge savings on each.
Sizes 8 to 18.

KOTEX 24s

FINAL NET
8 oz.

Peg. 1.66

Limit two
Choose
either
Teflon coated cookware
or aluminum- cookware in seven pi ece sets.

PRESTONE

7517921

Anti-Freeze
4.99
Comgaif at
look
layeved
•
tkcrylic"
tashion trend
Big, Ki styles.
the
now at tar out ne w S-M-L.
4s
in
sweaters'colors. Sizes
LIGrciowl

DUSTERS
MENS

Gallon

DRESS
FLARES
NTS
_

88

Solid acetate tricot
quilted robes. Assorted styles and
colors to please
any
young lady.
Sizes 7 to 14.

QUAKER STATE
SUPER BLEN

LADIES

SLACKS

MOTOR
OIL

Compare at 8.99
Two way stretch pants of
-65/35 Dacron/Rayon. Four
pockets.
Good
looking
brown
or
blue. 29-40.
Boys dress flares..5.77.

MENS

SPORT
COATS

3 quarts

Double knit nylon Hares
with elastic waist and
stitched
creases. Sizes
10-18.

for $

Compare at 3.99

Largos Selection of

NO

LACE

I MIT

Only

Off

Ily

DOUBLE
KNITS

ed

Comfortable cotton corduroy.
Stylish two buttegrbfront
with deep center vent and
three
flapped
pockets.
Taupe and bronze. Regular 38-46, Lonif 38-44.

5t

yard

idous
tr=
"..""
Assortment of

ZIPPERS
Many colors to choose
from, Different lengths

as Shown Below

VELOUR

ONLY

100% Double Knit Material

100% COTTON Material
Solids & Stripes
* Fall Shades it Colors * 60 inches Wide
Values to '2.97 yd.
* Fancies 8 Weaves
Big "K" Reg. * Machine Washable * Solids
'1.98 yd.

imit
5
per
liner

25%Off

7

Values to 17.98
'---- Big K Retail 14.97

Values to '6.98 yd.
Big K Retail 13.84 yd.

Values to '5.98
Big K Retail 43.47 yd.

25% Price-53.73 yd. 25% Price ••—•'2.88 yd. 25% Price-22.60
-yd.
500 yds.
900 yds.
-.700 yds.
to choose from
to choose from
• to c.hoose from

Is
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sundays

MS=
BANKAMERICARD

Bel Air Shopping Center
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

753-8777

BANKAMERICARD

*Acres of Free Parking!
•,

1°0

Use Our larrAway

WOOL YARN
4 oz. solid ske i
3/
1
2 oz.
variegated
colors.,

,
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Aurge you to send 25(
now to protect your family
with this extra cash plan"

iillSa(akkers

For first month's protection, mail Enrollment Form with 250 to get up to

$800.00 a month tax free cash
at the rate of'26.67 a day when you are hospitalized
You collect benefits at the rate of...
$800.00 a month cash

$480.00 a month cash

$26.67 a day, when you require hospital care
. for each accident starting the first day in
the hospital, and for each illness, after the
fifth day, continuing for life if necessary.

$16.00 a day, when your child goes to the
hospital for any accident or illness, when
you have Coverage for Children-no matter
how long the confinement may be. Coverage
for accidents begins the very first day in the
hospital: sickness coverage begins after the
fifth day.

$400.00 a month cash
$13.33 a day, if you're 65 or over, for the first
3 months of hospitalization. Coverage for
accidents begins the very first day in the
hospital: sickness coverage begins after the
fifth day. After 3 months, if you are still in the
hospital, you then receive ...

$800.00 a month cash
$26.67 a day. thereafter, even for life if necessary. This money it paid directly to you in
addition to Medicare or any other coverage
you may already have.

UP TO $2,000.00 cash
for complete accidental loss of limbs or eyesight. If you suffer complete loss of a hand
or foot or the sight of an eye Within 90 days
of the accident, you collect S1,000.00-and
$2,000.00 for the loss of two limbs or the
sight of both eyes.
$3,200.00 a month cash .

$800.00 a month cash

$1,600.00 a month for you-and 51600.00 a
$26.67 a day,for maternity benefits when Covmonth for your spouse ...when an accident
erage for Children and Maternity Benefits
hospitalizes, covered husband and wife at
have been added to the basic plan. Both par-the same time. Yes, you collect $3.200.00 A
ents must be covered for entire pregnancy. . MONTH in all (when under 65), $106.67 a day
while both are in the hospital-even for life.
$400.00 a month cash
home
nurse
at
registered
day,
for
a
513.33 a
We pay all premiums
it your doctor has you hire one within five
that come due for you and all covered memdays following a covered hospital confinebers of your family should you-the policyment of five days or more. Benefits continue
owner-be hospitalized for eight consecufor as long as your covered confinementtive weeks or more. And you don't have to
up to one year.
pay us back.

tend_: good health for
something .
'Fr
million
until
take
1)e alb often do *e natural
... Over 50
year,
happen. each
only
II..
It's
costs
things do hospitals
ed9
debt.

i

whatsoever. Only you can cancel.

capital of firaz
Gerais state, Ina
years ago as a m
foresight, is strug

Sincerely,

We guarantee not to raise your low rates because of how old you become...or how many
claims you have.. but only if there is a general rate adjustment on all policies of this
claits in your entire state.

We guarantee not to cancel your protection
no matter how many claims you have...or _
how old you become.. or for any reason

NEW LOOK Horizonte, Brazil.
past 20 years. T
Avenue and work
features plants.
booths
By BRUCE HA
.Asifeciated Pres.
BELO HOR
Brazil (AP) - T

medical
to
Bra ens. And
into
admitted
skyrocketing
and go
hap
are
savings
yourself and
Ole
today's
pe rith
their
protect
cash
and people lose
should Vlome's extra
of the
you
many
one
*fly
National
plans you
That's
plan is
this insurance
rith
family
think
hospital
your
carefully.
plan. I
'
best-suppIemental
health
you
very
policy Nome. And
friendly
the
National
OVIS.
over
Can
and
looked
they
folks at competent
I've
vay
the
the
decent,
fairly.
knoi
seen
also
I've
more
I
lath. quickly and
find
they'll be
won't
deal
need,them,
-""--too
people to
claims,
.
the
handle
uv
*hen you
.
pasSing
you.
Believe me,
-anybody
help ,
plan
,rotection
to
imagine
health
there
this
cannot
firstimonth's
lo*
I
enroll in then?continues at
to
the
chance
'hen
especially
is to
25#, and
thing it to
only
terrible
is
costs
rates.
relief it
monthly
*hat a
'viten you
knor
*hat a
in
coMing
But
We. all
hospitalized.
cash
Send the
forget.
tax-free
advice.
be
there's
Take my before you
knov
mosti.
noy -it
Form
need
Enrollment

It is
extrAU
what we
do for
if you fe

torn,
oac
Cotattpany
-letter
f Dir
Board Assurance
Link
the
Art
tkletaher of ti.otne Lite
National

e

No age limit • No Salentan or agent will call
Pays yo`u $480.00 a month cash when any
unmarried dependent child is hospitalized

• - What is the average breadwinAr to do? We
30 million people will be admitted to
believe we have an snsoer in this supplemental
a hospital this year! It could be you-or
National Home plan. -3ome beloved member of your family-tomorrow
.net week...next Month. Sad to say, very
Pays you up to $800.00-Eanonth tax-ftne
few families have anywhere near enough
cash when you are hospitalized.
.
age to meet today's soaring hospital costs. These
costs have more than doubled in just a few
Up to $800.00-a-mooth cash, $26.67 a day, is
paid,directly to you in addition to whatever you
short years.
May
receive from your insuraritewith _any bther
-;
long
Think
how
much
a
for
a
moment.
Stopcompanies. Use the money as you see fit-for
414..taliejnavalaaall cost you or_ a loved one.
or
---airigs
s"
-.--,heispilataar,,sloc_tv___
'
. bills. To replace
How Would you ever7P-*Y
-w`,
--•-•
•
household
exPenses7
.
----cover
bitli.
drugs
and
medicines?
sary, X-rays, doctor
How Much does $800.00-a-month protection
What would you do if your pay check stopped,
-cost you? Only 250 covers you and your entire
but living expenses kept going on the same as
family for The first month. After that you may;
ever? The same rent, phone, food, all the day-tocontinue at our regular low rates.
day expenses that never stop.

O

VER

When you choose Coverage for Children, this
National Home plan pays you at the rate of
$480.00-a-month ca-sh, $16.00 a day, when one"
of your children is hospitalized. Pays for as long
as necessafy! Children are covered for accidents
fibm' the first day and for sickness after the
fifth day..
Pays you cash benefits for Maternity caret
hot hatand and wife are imaged_ for,atte.,,,
entire period of pregnancy (and have added
-Coverage for Children and Maternity Benefits),
you get tax-free cash to use ifny 'way you warit.
Yes, if a pregnancy, childbirth Or even miscarriage puts you in the hoSpital for one day, five
days, ten days-anions as .necessary-you get
cash benefits of $2667 a day for every day of
your confinement.

LICENSED BY THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
111111111101111111111111111111011111111•1111111111111111110111111111111111111111111

254 enrolls you in this
$800.00 a month ($26.67 a day) extra cash plan.

How comforting it is to know that-after your
herefive days
stay in the hospital,if you'Ve hi
or more for which you received benefits-you can
return home torecuperate and yet not be_i_a bur, den to your loved ones. If your docTor has you
• ;em-ploy a full-time rellstered nurse ithin "5 days
after you come home. we'll, pay,"Yotrthenefits at
the rate of $400.00 a month, $13.33 a day. And
your benefits cOntinue far the aline number of
covered days that you were in -the hospital:even up to 12 full months.
•

If you want to enroll in the $500.00 a month ($16.67 a day)
plan instead, check this box
Mail completed form with 25c to: National Home, Valley Forge,
Penna. 19481
DO NOT CUT ALONG THIS LINE
Official Enrollment /aim for the irloWitalization Indemnity Plan,
=NA CIONAT:-Humt.t-l-FE- ASSUR-A-NCE COMPANY
An plcl Line Legal Reserve Comphny of St. Louis, Missouri
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES:,VALLEY FORG,,,E, PENNSYLVANIA
9-2426-092

(Please Print)

MR."
Name %IRS.
. MISS
_Adalre s
City

MoklIc Into.11

Vtut

_ _

Stale

__
OCCttpaliun
'

PIP
.,_.-•

•
Sea

Male

n

Female

n.

Yco

I.

._

List all dependents to be covered tindecthis Plan:(DO NOT include -name that appeals above Use scparatc sheet if nccesSaly.)',.. _,
t
lt
'
It 5 II to. ItlIt'l II
I
1
RF,EATION1'
'
SPA I-•
• N,aati'll•tease Piitrtt
•SCIIP
111)1..lif I) % N
1 I 'iR-1 -46F
7-.....
-

-ta

t--

1
1
1.

4-

-•
Children*
Check here if you want Cos crags! for
want 01.1:140.-4w s our-Children and Milernity Benefits:
,
•
I hereby enroll in Nidionai thane's llospilall'hin :1141;ini endtwing
e red Members listed above. To the hest itf
preinium to cosier myself and all other
niy knov,ledge...and belief neither I nor any person listed above has been,refused
haileatieelltRI-May heolth, hospital or life insurance cos erage ittiOo reasainsad health.
onderstand that this Policy will bicorne effect is e. a hen isstiell,and tHat .prc-c Is!
ciinditions wilfb6 coverer-latter two years.

thy Iir(

Signalurc,X
NHA 10.

When you and your insured spouse arc hospitalized at the same rime tor an accidental
injuly, this National Home,plan pays each 'of
yoilbOUBLE CASH.$1,600,04 month apiece.
Th'at's $3,200.00 in cash payme;rs /Ivry month
(when under age 65). $1116.67 a day starting the
day you enter the hospital tot -as long as you
tsi•ith remain there.

1

Age

Date of Birth.
Month

- Double Cash Accident Benefit.

1

•Strect.oclitOe

•-

Pays you cash benefits for a Registered
Nurse at Home.
-

I

Date,
• NHIO 669 EP

(800/500f

.1

L•MIMINSMIMI-MIN MIMIMIMIMINO NHSMIIII
742411
MAIL THIS EFIROUMENT FORM TODAY'
IleffT 0H.AY COMIlffif

Pays you up to $2,000.00 cash for these
accidental losses...

if loss occurs. within 90 days ot the accident.
. you collect $1 //00.ial 1or she ciiniplete loss
illf-Itand, or a fool or he sight of. an t:Tc-aild
- $2,000.00 for the loss of I:so }nubs or the sight
__of both:eyes: .\

'65 OR OV_ER_?

These are the only exclusions!

25e covers you the first month'.

Your National Home polies coven; every kind
Of sickness or accident except conditions caused
by:

Then continue at these rates:

A MONTH PLAN
($26.67 A DAY) ,

$800.00

1. any sickness or injary which existed before
,the policy went into effect (all pre-existing
conditions are covered after policy has been
In force for 2 years);

Monthly Premium\
per Adult
only $4.40
only $5.10
Only $5.60
only $6.50
.

Age at -

Enrollment

2. war or any act of war;
3, ans mental disease or disorder;

45-4950:14
44_

4. pregnancy, except as provided under the
Maternity Benefit P-tovision.
You will be covered for care in any hospital,
except a U.S. Government hospital or a nursing
or convalescent facility.

- 80-84
85 and over

automarically at the age of I month-at no additional cost! And then, if you wish, just- add $1.75
monthly to that and you're cl,vered for Maternity

CASH BENEFITS PAID TO 10,000 FAMILIES
EVERY MONTH.

Take advantage°,our special offer today.
Mail the Enrollment Form together with 25, for
first month's coverage. No salesman will call.
Remember, once you,suffer an. accident or illness, it's too hi to buy protection for that confinement.

..."Courtesy is an absolute requirement-the
,...,/stalicyowner must have the feeling that he is
not a number hut, rather, a human being and
that we stand ready-and willing to irssist him

in anyway we can.' •

Pays 62.5- of the 5800.00 a month policy for all
benefits. except benefits for Regicred Nurse and
Accidental Dismemberment. Thesd two benefits are
the same as in the WO 00 a month Plan.
Age at
montetyPreittom
Enrollment
per Adult
16-44
only $2.95
45-49
only $3.30
3414 only $3.75
55-74
only.43
75-79 .
only $5.00
8Q-84
only 15.55
83 and over
only $6.65 ;
Only $ESS more per month covers all you).'until:wriest dependent chairen.afrom the age of 1 month
through IS years, 'Newborn children arc covered
aut,
inariintthe' age.,of I ntistale-41-na- aft.
tional cost!'And Ace: if you wish: ind add $. 1.1 5
monthly to that and you're covered for Maternity
Benefits, too!
NOTY: The regular monthly premium shonn
(tor age at time of enrollment) silt not automatically increase as you pass from one age
'bracket In the nest. Once you hale enrolled
in thic National llonte plan, y our rate cannot
he changed hesairse of hoss much or boss
often you collect from us or because of ad
sinned age hut only if there is a gencral rale
adjustment on an flolit sys of this class hi your
entire state. We "bill issue you onfy one polls)
of this class.

7.7%/Ity

National Home Life Assurance Company
a nionficr of the National I ilwity Group
NATMNAL HOME
HEALTH
PLAN

muneA

Also Available

$500.00 A MONTH PLAN
($16.67 A DAY)

You Collect benefits in addition to MedicareRegardless of -the coserage you already have,
National Home. pays you at the rate o;
a at mth $ 3.33 _aalay l for the first.3 months,
and $800.00 monthly ($26.67 a day) while hos1/halized thereafter. Cosetage-for accidents begins the very first day in the hoipffal. Sickness
Coi`ertige /or
cciverage begins lifter thr
accident and tftl.lieS4,4:4.44ripacilur lifr, iftt,

PEOPL

Benefits, too'

You never really know how good a policy is until you have to make a claim. National Home-the
company that stands belaind your policy-is
noted far prompt, reliable claims scrOice. We're
very proud of how fast we;pay our claims. We
pay claims 'to poliCyowners at the rate of520,000.000 a year. Our philosophy. in a word.
is "excellence--and it is the goal of Orir'service'
At every occasion, we will serve you efficiently,
and courteously.

National Home
Life Assurance
Company
es
Our claims philosophy stresses the importance
of a _peotneisatriti equitable settlement of all
claims:
..."FX11-1.1.F.NCE is not only what we wish
to achieve, hut that to which our policyown•
era arc entitled,...."Chir guiding principle is to ask ourselves
claim.
'Is
there any, way
-on each Submitted
we Can pay this claim?' ... always give the
benefit of the doubt to the policyoviner.'''

only $8.30 •
only $9.95 ',

Only $2.35 more per month cOveri all your unmarried dependent children.. from the age of I month
through If years. Newborn children are covered

You collect from your first day in the hospital
for accidents and after l'f' days for sickness.

CLAIMS
PHILOSOPHY

•

_

We'll cross
-gum payment
aur extrAUT
loan.
ExtrAUT
bet!
It is extrao
we can do f
let us.

Adin, Offices: Valle4 Forge, Pennsylvania
Jfiis Policy, is underwritten by National Home llfC Asstifante
• Company, an old line -kepi reserve company of St. Louis,
Misspu'ri National Home is licensed in 06 states and carries full
legal Trservek for the protection of all policyoweers
-

Establiuhed 1920-Over 50 Years of liefitibie Serviite

SM-0 1970 Lyon
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Brazil's No. 3 City Has Urban Woes
si

1

system
downtown. A project to extend
But the mayor says measures
Nerueeetti:in first step IR the « the city.watersupply to .rnPre cnrh a,c 4jasE.Gtoa get aLthe
"humanization" drive was to neighborhoods finally is nearing real causes of uncontrollable
plant 60.000 trees, with 60.000 completion — after dragging on urban growth.
more slated for later this year
for 15 years.
"There should he governThen he blocked_ off several
Belo Horizonte is seeking feddowntown streets and created eral aid for a massive slum ment incentives to help people
-recreation walkways- for pe- clearance program. and the in rural areas, to make' life
destrians
,city has improved its traffic satisfying for them in their own
Other plans. build new parks, flow by covering several environment and eliminate the
increase the size of the zoo, strearlis and making ex- need for them to migrate to the
cities.
take the railroad tracks out of pressways out of them
said
271

'Pieruc et i

Sportsmen Urged To Attend Meet
Sportsmen interested in
registering a waterfowl blind
stte along the Kentucky portion
+lake Barkley are urged to
attend the official registration
on Monday, October 2, at 7:30
a.m, at the Golden Pond Post
Office in Land Between the
Lakes. Thezegistration will be
conducted by the Kentucky
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources and will be
on a first-come-first-served
basis. There will be no drawing
for blind sites as in previous
years.
All stationary blinds must' be
NEW LOOK — Efforts are being made to "humanize" Belo
Horizonte, Brazil. which nearly quadrupled in population in the
past 20 years. Trees are being planted along Alfonso PenaAvenue and work is being completed on a pedestrian mall which
features plants, walkways, benches and helmet-like phone
booths.
off an urban calamity
By BRUCE HANDLER
Built from scratch on a
Asieeiated
Press
Writer
•.
BELO HORIZONTE. former cattle ranch. Belo Horizonte was designed as the evenBrazil (AP) — The planned tual'
home for some 300.000
capital of Brazirs Minas people who would enjoy the
Gerais state. inaugurated 75 fresh air and relaxed good life
years ago as a model of urban of the Brazilian interior Today
foresight, is struggling to head the city has a population of 1.3
million, smog. slums, traffic
jams and a tack of schools,
hospitals, telephones. drinking
water, sewers and green space.
It is now Brazil's No. 3 city,
after Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. and the eighth biggest in
South America.
• • The current administration
of Belo Horizonte — which
means 'Beautiful Horizon" in
Portuguese — Brazil's national
language — is working fast to
"humanize- the city before it's
too late.
"Growth is a good thing."
Mayor Oswald° Pierucoetti
said, pointing toward the impressive skyscrapers that dominate Belo Horizonte's downtown area. "But in our case the
growth perhaps has exceeded
our ability to keep pace."
In 1950 Belo Horizonte had a
population of 352,724. By 1960 it
had jumped to nearly 700.000
and today it has practically doubled again. In less than a generWe'll cross out one full
.atioo,... the city exploded from
payment-for-you with
our extrAUTOnary auto • the size ora
homa City to a Houston or Deloan.
troit.
ExtrAL1TOnary? You
"Tremendous areas were
bet!
devastated in the name of
It is extraordinary what
growth Trees were cut down to
we can do for you if you
make room for more traffic.
let us.
You can't imagine how many
shade trees Belo Horizonte
once had." the mayor observed.
Two things attracted large
The
numbers of workers — mostly
.71n8(rdinar)
from poor- rural areas — to
Rank.Belo Horizonte after 1950' the
--creation at.a nearby industrial
district with enticing tax benefits for blg companies- and the
construction of modern highPEOPLESokBANK ways linking the city to other
major Brazilian population cenMURRAY
Irr.
ters. The student and resulting
middle-class population grew,
after the local university in 1949
became an important branch of
the federal higher education
SIA —0 ISM looc She.. CoInKY Ad, Inc

with the exception of small
areas which will be closed and
designated by posted signs, and
in the refuge areas. The refuge
area on the west side of the
main channek between river
mile 51 Hayes Landing Light)
and river niile_97.3 1Crooked •
Creek Light) and the area
between_river mile 68.4 and
river mile 70.4 will. be closed to
all hunting during the waterfowl
season.
In Kentucky the duck season
will open on December a and
will close on January 20. Goose
Hunting will be permitted on season will open November 12
the majority of Lake Barkley .and run through January 20.
registered. Each hunter must
have a Kentucky hunting
license and Federal Migratory
waterfowl stamp to participate
in the registration and only one
blind-permit will be issued per
huntr. A representative from
the Kentucky Department, of
Fish and Wildlife Resources
will be at the Golden Pond
headquarters in Land Between
the Lakes
throughout the
month of October to answer
hunters' questions and register
blinds.
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a year's subscription is
perfect for any gift giving
occasion, 1n4 we'll even
send a card for you'.
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RAIN, RAIN GO AWAY, COME AGAIN SOME OTHER DAY --Two little
girls act out the old refrain in Spring Hall, Fla Gabrielle Stallings, six, ancl Rachael,
two, use decorative Elephant Ears stalks as umbrellas. Plants came from in front of the
Stallings home in the Deltona Corp planned community, 35 miles north of Tampa
Girls are sisters.
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CAPITAL IDEAS

European inflation.
worries Washington
ers,coal unions, postal workers
Hamburg Institute for Interand utility men have tried in
national Economics says not
turn to paralyze the govern- one of 13 European countries
WASHINGTON -The Nixon- ment with strikes and force re- surveyed can expect 1972 cod
McGovern campaign notwith- peal of the Tory Industrial of living increases below 5.5 per
standing, Washington is begin- Relations Act that fix the first cent.
Business Week magazine rening to cast anxious eyes time gives British premiers injunctive authority approaching ports sausages up 50 per
across the Atlantic.
cent in
that
of American presidents London, pork chops up 10 per
American partners in the
cent in West Germany, bed up
North Atlantic Treaty Orga- under the Taft-Hartley Act.
Now Heath faces a new round 29 per cent in Paris.
nization are struggling with
The inflation scare has alWest Europe's worst rash of in- of union wage demands and the
promise of more trouble from ready cast a cloud
flation since the tortured days
over the
that followed World War U. the TUC where two avowed for- scheduled Oct. 19-20 sununit
Communist
mer
s
control
about
meeting in Paris of chiefs of
While American presidential
candidates argue about price 30 per cent of the unions' 9.9 date of the enlarged European
million
votes.
[[ugh Scartion's Commce Market. Brandt has
increases in the range of 2 to 3
per cent, Europeans are trying engineering union of ma- huddled recently with Heath
to keep pace with 8 to 12 per chinists and auto workers has and with French President
cent increases in the cost of 1.3 million members. Jack Georges Pompidou, but there is
Jones heads the 1.6 million still no final agreement.
living.
transport
workers.
The Olympics fan returning
The idea of a Common MarThe recently concluded TUC
from Munich has plenty to say
ket currency has been put aside'
conference
at
Brighton
reabout $2 highballs, $40 hotel
for the time being. Efforts to
rooms and $15 dinners. For scinded a ban on Communist draft a common front against
delegates
local
to
TUC
meetChancellor Willy Brandt, rising
inflation appear stymied by naprices had already caused him ings. This promises new tional considerati
ons
radical
opposition
for
Heath
as
difficulties even Nacre the
The problem cannot be isoPalestinian guerrillas opened he weighs suggestions that he
fire on Israel's Olympic ath- impose wage-price controls en lated Until Western Europe
letes. Now Brandt is fighting the British economy very simi- moves ahead with its plans for
for his political life in West lar to those President Nixon or- an expanded Common Market,
'Its governents art!' not be
Germany's Dec. 3 national dered over a year ago.
The National Institute for So- ready to make decisions on the
election.
Inflation poses an even more cial Economics' research cal- protected East-West security
dramatic issue in Britain. culates that Britain will have a conference. And, as economic
Prime Minister Edward Heath 12 per cent inflation rate for problems mount, Washington
is struggling to push and pull 1972. In addition, London is wonders just who will be in
Britain into the European Com- scheduled to adopt a value those governments in 1973.
mon Market this fall, despite added tax or national sales levy
shriairs et pain from the far next March that would bring'
right of his Conservative-Party' - -spathes. Jouncl of price
and the almost solid oppositich a-ea.p - up to 10 per cent.The
TUC
doggedly
is
deterof the Labor Party minority.
Most official U.S. policies mined to fight controls and is
toward Europe have been bidding instead for record
,based on an enlarged Common wage increases.
Market that is expected to beAttempts to establish voluncome a major, unified trading tary guidelines through govpartner.
ernment-TUC talks have failed.
But for almost two years
Business International, a
Heath has been locked in a firm that calculates comparastruggle with the Trades Union tive costs in major cities
Congress that dominates labor around the world, finds that a
politica. Britain has been tested three-room apartment that
in one showdown after another coukl be had for $396 a month in
as electrical workers, railroad- New York costs $S34 in London.
By RAY MeHUGH
Copley News Service

Should teetotaler tattle
on an 'imbibing' friend?
DEAR ABBY. All ow- friends know that Willie and I
neither drink nor serve any drinks in our home. We aren't
"holier than thou" about it. We do go where liquor is
served, but we quietly sip a soft drink.
Last week we had a backyard barbecue for 40. We had
a lovely fruit punch bowl and everyone had a fine time.
The guests drained the punch bowl quickly as it was quite
warm Some of the folks seemed noisier than usual, and I
myself felt warm waves, but I thought I was just having
hot flashes, which is not unusual for my time of life.
After the party, the hired lady said she had heard one
guest tell another that "Mr. X." had emptied a quart of
vodka into our punch bowl [We found the empty bottle in
our trash' 1
"Mr X." is a good friend of ours and we knew he
imbibed, but what do you think of a friend who would
betray his host and hostess in this manner?
I say we should let him know he didn't get away with
anything My husband says to Alp it. What do you say?
BETRAYED
DEAR BETRAYED: I'm with your husband. But if you
ladle "Mr. X" to soother party, frisk him before you let
Mai hi the house:
DEAR ABBY: I am a girl just starting high school and
I just had my eyes examined and found out I have to wear
glasses. Abby. I feel terrible about it because I am a pretty
girl with a nice figure, and I'm afraid glasses will spoil my
looks
I asked if I couldn't baste contact lenses but my parents
said, "No, they are too expensive." 'I am getting my glasses tomorrow. Someone wrote me a note saying: "GUYS
DON'T MAKE PASSES AT GALS WHO WEAR GLASSES."
This made me feel even worse Please cheer me up.
FOUR EYES
DEAR FOUR EYES: That little verse Is passe. Try this
re: "Guys will make passes at girls who wear glasses
previdiag the daises have geed leeklag frames."
DEAR ABBY Hiked your answer to the person from
North Carolina. You told [him or herl not to blame the
Inhibited woman for batting zero in the boudoir. You stated that psychiatrists tell us that a surprising number of
men can perform anywhere except at home because of
their inhibitions. To them every decent woman is "mother"
so they find their pleasure where "mother" isn't.
The big question? What's "mother" supposed to do, if
she's not ready for the rocking chair yet?
Find her pleasure where "father" isn't? Sign me,
"FORCED TO ROCK"
DEAR ABBY: I read in your column about a woman
who was offered elegant clothes in exchange for work, but
she wanted a salary. My problem is just the opposite. I
can't afford them. Unfortunately I wear
love c
a size 16, and 'tie-Woman I've sorted for hi my WIC,
housekeeper-cook career wore that size, I was never so
lucky.
If I could find a job for Saturday and Sunday with pay
In clothes and accessories instead of money I'd be thrilled.
I am a good secretary, can supply excellent references,
some of which are cook-housekeeper.
If you have any contacts, let me know. The employment agencies would probably scoff at the Idea
LIKES NICE THINGS

-Sy Neviie Shackelfi
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Thai taxi drivers
just don't give up

a wnoc new way

By ROBERT BEnnin
- - Copley News Serstice

beckoned and pressed close.
"Where's the elephant
stand'" I asked.
BANGKOK; Thailand - I've
They grinned and shook their
been in Bangkok a day and a heads, pointing out there somehalf and I've yet to see an ele- where beyond the boundaries of
phant - but I've seen plenty of the city, indicating, I suppose,
taxis.
that all the elephants were busy
There are 12,000 of them in in the jungles rolling timber.
this traffic-choked city, and I
So I had to settle for a plain
thought they were all waiting old taxi. It cost 60 baht 43) to
for me at the airport.
the hotel.
DEAR
set pat as ad Is this
A swarm of little .brownLater I learned a visitor
Newspaper" There stay he sone "ifs" you can make a
slorilfga, eager-eyed Thais in should disregard meters and
•
deal id&
black pants and white shirts bargain for his fare, and that a
fair charge from the airport is
30 to 40 baht. Still, $3 seemed.
fair enough for a 20-mile ride and it was faster than by elephant.
Neither is tipping expected, I.
was told, though my driver did
not seem particularly surprised when I offered one, or to
have a hard time accepting it.
Dialing direct is easy. Here's how: First dial" ," plus the area
Thai taxi drivers can spot a
code (if it's different from yours), plus the number. 'f by chance you
visitor from a mile off, it
set a wrong number,just call ihe operator and tell het what happened.
seems. Venture onto the streets
and taxis appear beside you as
:She'll make sure you're not charged. So keep in touch the personal
if from nowhere. They swerve
-way. Dial long distance direct and save.
up beside you along the sidewalk, the driver-sicsisting his
head and looking at you as if he
were the very one you just
ordered. Stop at a crossing to
cross a road, and the first vehicle that looks ready to run
you down is a taxi, simply soliciting your business.
The U.S. Embassy was only
a few blocks from the hotel, so I
decided to walk. Along the way
four taxi drivers offered their
services, in addition to the ones
I turned dowrrontSide the hotel.
Even if you try to disguise
yourself as a native, huddling
in among other Thais as they
swarm along the sidewalk, a
taxi driver will spot you,
swerve his vehicle out of the
mainstream of traffic, come up
alongside you and call out to
you.
,
A second visit I lliade to the
:ger
embassy was more hurried, so
a taxi was required. To save
guests the hazard of bargaining
with taxi drivers, the hotel pro-vides a special "transport"
desk at the entrace *here you
tell a clerk where you.want to
go and pay turn the fare. He
gives you a receipt which you
hand to the taxi driver.
There still remained the
_
South Central Bell
'question of a tip on arriving.
I need not hive Worffed7TW—
Keeping you in tow h
fore I had my hand in my pocket, the driver was already
,scrambling to confront his next
'fare
another American just
emerging from the embassy.

..

water tower park area is lighted
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Very speciaf.lirnited time offer: if, after 39 nights,
-you aren't-- ---------100% convinced that Posturepedic is -firmer and
more corn= fortable than any other mattress you've ever
slept on, you
ni.av return it for full refund. We know 'that if you try it
like t...especially in the morning-"no morning
backache from
sleeping on a too-soft mattress.- Designed in cooperati
on with
leading orthopedic surgeons for firm support...
In your choice
of comfort-Extra Firm or Gently$279.
Firm.
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QUEEN SIZE 60" X 80" 2-pc. set
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Isn't there someon you'd like to be
near? Getin touchby
distance.
Call today.And diali ect.
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STILL IN PROGRESS

of Kentucky College of Aviculture
Asciepias syriaca, the milkweed, is one of Mother
Nature's more interesting plant
specimens, readily distinguished by its stout stem, milky
juice, purplish ball-shaped
flower clusters, and by its silken seed tufts in autumn.

ts lighted by

thousands escape with the
nec tar.
The most peculiar characteristic of the milkweed plant
is its white juice. This juice, or
"milk," is not the sap of the
plant any more than resin is
the sap of a pine. Rather,it is a
secretion, very acid to the
taste, and believed by some
botanists to be a protective
device. If a milkweed stem is
broken or gashed, this juide
flows out, hardens, and supposedly helps heal the wound.
In times past, this juice was
used as a domestic medicine
for removing warts.

The milkweed takes its
botanical
name, Asclepiadae,
In the fall of the year, the
dusky, rough-coated pods that from the followers of Aesculahave replaced the flowers burst pius, who is said to be the first
open, releasing to vagrant man to make medicine an exbreezes hundreds of tiny flat clusive study and practice.
brown seed attached to silky,
The two sons of this old
shining tufts that balloon away Greek are celebrated in
to return aggin to earth far Hornet's Iliad for their medical
from the parent plant.
skill as surgeons in the Greek
Milkweed blossoms lure armies dunng the Trojan War.
insects by their delightful frag- The two daughters of Aescularance and are so intricately
Partakeia and 44ygaia,
constructed that, before their were no less distinguished than
nectar stoiehouses can be their renowned brothers;
breached, an insect must en- Hygeia was known especially
tangle its feet in a pollen mass. for her invention or discovery
This pollen comes in twin bags of many valuable herbal
which looks for the world like remedies. lier,success in curing
a pair of those old-fashioned diseases with these preparaaids to swimming klown as tions won for her the proud
rater wings. Once eaangled, honor and deifitation as the
some insects are not strong Greek "Goddess of Health."
enough to break away from the
This is not to say that the
flower and therefore perish, milkweed or any member of its
but others fly off with bundles family figured in the pharmaof pollen clinging to their legs ceutics of the Greek physican
like a set of saddlebags. This to whom it was dedicated.
may seem like a cruel way of The connection, however, does
ensuring cross pollination, but ildct in
- rererst to the many
for one insect that suffers, wonders Of this plant.

PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE

House roll calls
to be automated
By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Copley News Service

burdensome credit variety, to
be used as the official voting
ticket. By placing his card in
any of 48 machines to be
located on the floor, a member
will be allowed to flip a switch
to record "yes" Or
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4420 Madison
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A heavy turnover in House
membership this year, primar* dual° retirements and
setbacks in primary elections,
has resulted in a more than
unusual number of hail-fellowwell-met parties.

BODY SUITS
100% stretch nylon
-4 stiles in long and short
sleeve. Fall Fashion Colors

.tai slacks with
Solid co
striped top. Easy care!

Regular 5399
Saes S M — L• 32-38

- LADIES SHOES
2 styles for your selection. Plain

ACRYLIC
FABRIC

BOY'S JEANS

Pump In Solid Colors.

•100% Cotton
•Flare Leg Style
•Popular Blue Denim'
Sizes 8 - 18
•Patch Pockets

Wedge in Black
Leather with Otter

Fall & Winter Prints Si Solids
60 Inches Wide

or Truffle Trim

Regular $39.

Reg. 58"
a Pair

LADIES SCUFFS
Quilted Vinyl

PEGGY
PEN PAL'

Reg.
$1"

Johnny Lightning
VIALKUALME
Transistor
Four
•
•Solid State
•Complete with
Batteries
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RACING
SET

WASHINGTON — The staid
chamber of the U.S. House of
Representatives is in for a
change quite unlike anything
observers have experienced.
All of this programmed inforIf an experiment to automate mation will be funneled by
the House's laborious roll call computer to a processing cenprocedure is successful; the
ter in the House's Rayburn Ofchamber by January may look
more hie a football stadium fice Building, a block away,
and fired back within seconds
than a place for solemn discusfor recording on the big board.
sion of legislation.
A member merely would
The electronic scoreboard
push a button to record a vote. will count each vote as reThe tally, for all 435 members, corded, list the remaining time
would appear on a scoreboard for the tally period and show
now being put in place above each member separately who
the speaker's rostrum.
has not been counted.
A roll call in the House now
The House has put an undistakes 35 minutes on ayesage.
Some newsmen assigned to closed amount of cash — in the
cover full-time deliberations of middle six figures — to perfect
the House have been known to the device. As a consultant,
eat their lunches or gather members have an old pro at
quick refreshment during the looking at scoreboards.
oral tally.
He is Dr_ Frank Ryan, forRep. Wayne Hays, an Ohio
Democrat who heads the House mer National Football league
Administration Committee, is quarterback, now employing
in charge of the new project his mathematics major skills in
and recently briefed members the biggest innovation to hit the
House since spittoons were reon its operation.
When in full swing, each moved in the late 1890s.
member will be given a plastic
card, similar to any of those
The Senate has made it official by voting to go along with a
proposal to tear down the last
major business block next to its
office buildings. Scheduled to
go up early next year is a complex of structures to provide
more Senate offices, a parking
garage, dormitory for page
boys and service facilities.
Initial price tag is around $60

WM@

ikioN GuA
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Politicians need
health tests?

Call
753-19
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

By EDWARD NEILAN
Copley News Service

IT'S A ZYGOPTERA

ODONATA .- This

nature

photograph

Alighting on stalk of wheat at sunset.

has a. damsel fly

PFANUTS
I SIGNED UP
FOR A NEW
COURSE TOPAti

15 IT
HARD?

NOT
AT ALL..

BLONDIE

THE PHANTOM
24Ci,wE MUST CONQUER ALL; .
THE lUVLE,50 THEY WILL
WORSHIP ME .. CHU" OF TOE
SUN AND mooN.

TO sayE THIS
BOY-AND TO ASK
THE 7IRANGI TO
slOr. THE kAilklt.FARL.

BEATLE BAILEY
Ill. Be EtAgi< N AN elOuR,
BEETLE, ANC, I WANT TO See
Thll&PLACE 5PARKLI14611

-If a man is on medication
which can cloud his judgment,
the voter .should know this,"
WASHINGTON - How they contend.
healthy is your candidate?
The Aller-Ayers team says a
A team of two Washington method could be developed
doctors has suggested that the whereby politicians should
preanswer to that question be sent their health qualifications
made public before political as openly as they make
public
aspirants go into the starting their political track record
and
gate of a campaign.
details of their financial situaThe fall of Sen. Thomas tion.
Eagleton from the Democratic
Present medical technology
ticket probably assures that makes this possible
without
henceforth both parties will violating medical confidence
s,
scrutinize the medical records according to the doctors.
of their own candidates and apThey suggest that a certified
pointees.
medical review board could re
But, if the suggestions of the lease objective data
obtained'
.
two doctors are heeded, future from medical histories,
stancandidates for elective office, dardized tests and informatio
n
as well as designees for appoin- on health-related habits like
tive posts, will make public srnoking, drinking and exertheir medical histories and else.
undergo a battery of tests as a
Health disclosures should bematter of course.
gin_ in the lower political ranks,
."The political selection the doctors propose, and conprocess can be enhanced by use tinue to be updated through a
of objective data derived from politician's career.
By JEFF CUSHING.
modern instruments," is the
Copley News Service
As for the Eae,leton affair,
point made by Dr. James C. they feel their program - with
Alter, associate professor .of its questionnaire format - Dear Het:
clinical engineering at George would have brought out the
I have just fulfilled a lifelong
Washington University med- senator's problem early in the ambition of most red-blooded
ical center, and Dr. William R. selective process, possibly set- males: I spent a weekend at
Ayers, an internist and acting tling the issue before it arose. one of your Playboy lodges.
dean of Georgetown Uril:
It's not every day, let me tell
The researchers feel strongly
versity's school of medicine.
you,
that a guy who is used to
system
the
should be imple"Health is an enormous fac-.
brown bag lunches and $12
mented
down
political
the
ladtor in performance, especially
hotel rooms is , treated to
in high office," according to a der at least to the gubernatorial sumptuous buffets served up by
state
and
legislative
level,
and
paper co-authored by the doccotton-tailed hostesses, lavish
ProbablY lower This would altors.
low individuals to prove their recreational facilities watched
ability to function despite over by bunnies, and lavish
health problems or would dis- living quarters, unfortunately
watctied „ever by a competent,
qualify them early.
but matronly housekeeper.
In their paper, the two sugLet's face it. When you're acgest that ."congressional com- customed to driving
a battered
mittees could insist upon VW, you can't help
but be impresentation of health data (of pressed with a Mercedes
Benz.
appointees ranging from amAnd when you slip into a pair
bassadors to Cabinet officers) of custom-made
shoes they're
just as they now review past bound to feel better
than those
performances and financial in- loafers you picked-up
on sale
terests."
last year for $9.e5.
Such a system, they say,
Your lodge wasn't my only
sMAS 9/064CIERING
might have avoided such po- experience with
the Playboy
I-I09/ I GOT ALL
tentially dangerous situations mystique. When
Tlat6 PODC0F114
I was in colas was posed in the fourth term lege I once visited
thi wrY HAIR
one of
of President Franklin Roose- clubs • and Understan your
dably,
velt. FDR was, in retrespect, in since I was
only 20 at the tirne, I
failing health by the summer of could hardly
believe my
1e44 and possibly dying by the sat at the bar sipping eyes. I
time he participated in the 1945 tonic the bartender a tall gin
was una
Yalta conference.
derstanding and didn't ask for
"No objective data were my driver's license) and
available for interpretation," watched the-action through the
say Aller-Ayers, "se a dying many-faceted mirrors behind
man was nOrninated and re- the bar.
elected ... without the voter
I thought I had outgrown all
. being offered information on that when I was invited to
his health status."
spend a weekend at yOur Great
The Washington medical re- Gorge New Jersey ) lodge.
ANC) 114E SOY--HIS HEAD WILL
BE AVAt7.9/12 WITH A PLACE
searchers concede that their What possible difference could
HERE ... OH MY ALTAR/
„lien would hke4 "alter the there REALLY be, I asked mytype of perion who now seeks self, between a Playboy lodge
public position." They agree It and any other resort hotel? I
would probably inhibit some could have saved myself the
officials from seeking medical trouble.
As I drove through your
aid for fear of damaging their
careers.
guarded lodge entrance I you
Nevertheless, they are em- have to show your Playboy
phatic inindorsing the need for mesnbership card to gain ad- '
mittance) I got the feeling that
such,
I had penetrated some secret
domain.
Behavior • clue
I got the same feeling the
NEW YORK IUPIl - If
your child laughs excessively at first time I entered the Pentathings no one elsethinks are gon. I My Playboy card didn't
hinny, he or she may already be do me any good, however.)
well into the habit of narcotics.
I climbed out of my car and
-Other symptoms compiled by before I could say a
word, an
the Health insurance institute
attendant had whisked the keys
include-drowsiness or a
sudden loss of interest in sports out of my hand, unloaded the
trunk of everything except the
or school.
spare tire, and roared off to the

BY OWNER; Reduced, three
bedroom brick at 1106 South 16th
Street. $20,000.00. Phone 7531668.
TEC
AT KENIANA Shores the
smallest lot is 80'x200'. Prices
'start at $795. Only $10. down and
$10 per month. Lake access. All
utilities including central water.
Phone 436-5320.
TFC
BY OWNER; 63 acre farm, 55
acres tendable land, 3.38 dark
fired tobacco base,'2 acre burley
,tobacco base,47 acres corn base.
grain'prograin is
The feed
$1106.00 a year. Farm located
one mile on Highway 464, off of
Highway- -94 west.,Phone-E-Jue _
Burlteen,753-3970.
October10C

parking lot.
From that point on, every
thing was taken care of. I was
trotted off down the corridors
of the massive cast concrete
and wood main building where
it is hard to tell where the indoors stops and the outdoors
begins. There LS even a cafe
with a brook running through it
and trees stretching sky:ward
- smack dab in the middle of
the lodge.
After I reached my room, I
hurriedly unpacked, changed
into some comfortable clothes
and headed down to see just
whai you had assembled to
make the lodge such an enticing spot.
The first place I aimed for
was the pool, hoping to get a
glimpse of all teat romping you
see in the pave'of your magazine. Alas, t460 wasn't a cottontail in sight and the only gal
in a bikini Weighed in at about
160 pounds.
Shame on you, Hef. You
could have at least "salted" the
area with a few lovelies.
•
But I've got to hand it to you.
Your golf course, tennis courts,
indoor and outdoor swimming
pools,sauna bath -- not to mention four restaurants and snack
bare plus at least a dozen
watering holes that I could
count - were everything I'd
ever heard they were.
And that's a nice touch, that
-adult game-man wirre y.ou
can play pinball,- shoot pail,
dogfight with the Red Baron or
try to Make a moon landing.
But why do the machines
only take quarters? I used to
play those things for a dime.
You've convinced me,• Hef,
that you really know how to
live. If you're out to spoil the
world, you're well on your way.
Regards.
ff Cushing

NICE TWO bed
home,2 miles Sou
641, or 4 room f
ment, 2
bloc
square. Phone
3347.

BY OWNER; 20 acre farm, 3
year old house, west of Lynn
Grover-3,4 miles off itikhwaY 94•
Reasonably priced. Phone 4355472 after 6:00p.m.
02C

THREE BEDR
partially carpe
outside storage,
Phone 437-4719.

BY OWNER; on Highway, 280,
two miles from Lake, three
bedroom brick on 3 acres. Large
kitchen and den, nice 12'04'
outside storage building, drapes,
washer, dryer and refrigerator.
Priced to sell. Phone 7538357.
02P
50 ACRES; 16 acres tendable.
Located northwest corner Henry
County, Tenn., the Becky
Paschall place, close to Paschall
Cemetery. Contact Margie
Paschall, 503 South 8th Street,
Murray,Ky. Phone 7532873.
October 10P
THREE BEDROOM brick house,
large den, bath and "s, built-in
stove and dishwasher, lots of
closets, patio and outside storage
ouilding. Shown by appointment.
Phone 753-5287.
03C

Shocking forecasts
TOKYO 11.3P11 - Kyoto
prefectural police raided three
factories mantifacturing
machines which produce a
fortune-telling card when a
109-yen (about 15--eents1 coin
is inserted in a slot*
Police said about 20,000 of
the machines had defective
wiring which might produce an
electrical shock rather than a
look into the future.
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FURNISHED
clean with ple
surroundings
Apartments,
Phone 753-6609.
TWO BEDR
house,on Lake.
6846.
THREE BEDR
be seen at Hale
.or phone 753-986
EXTRA NICE
color TV,air co
heat, $100.00
required. Pho

BEAUTY SH
furnished loca
Murray on 4-la
1. If interested

THREE B
house, P'7 ba
refrigerator
Located on
back top roa
Murray. By
Phone 489-266

LU
.

_

MOBILE HOME
Lake. Two bedr
ditioned, comple
Will rent by w
Phone 436-2284.

TWO BEDR
from Murray.
7143.

Dm E . L

.STOPPED!!

THREE ROO
apartment. Prefe
7534716.

BRAND NE
duplex. All lar
dispo,sal, new
refrigerator
reasonable. A
Couple or cou
Phone 753-3951
p.m.

641*)op

-LIL' ABNER

TWO BEDROOM
unfurnished apar
heat and air.
Available
_ October
_
4331.

NEW THREE bedroom brick on
150'x200' lot, one mile southwest
of Coldwater on black top road.
Price $16,500. If interested phone
489-2'110.
02C

23
12;6
1
::::

ORRY---I FORGOT

TWO BEDROOM
ment, central he
carpet throughout,
bath, drop in rang
7850 or 753-1585.

ONE BEDROO
apartment, lots of
in range, ell elec
from MSU Sports
only. No pets. Pho

ACROSS

NANCY

BOY'S CLOTHES,
woman's suede leat
mink collar, size 10
condition. Phone 753

60 ACRE FARM with 5 rooni`-e
brick house, 8 miles south of
Murray, on Highway 121. Day
phone 753-1443, after 5 p.m. 4365489.
TFC

Crossword Puzzle
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T
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5 Walks
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10 61
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t
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C E t4
"9
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D 0S
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R
13 Every 60
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E
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_1.5. Man's _
20 Spoken
Ella r'4
nickname
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I
16 Stucho
24 Near
s
12010(111
3
18
ID‘Ph1h°n8
25 Unlocked)9 Behold!
21 Sacred bull
27 ClaSsifY
41 V1inhered
53 Sluggish
22 Bristle
30 Stalk
43 Dally 5-7 lamprey
24 Danish island • 32 Sound a horn
,44 Con/unction
58 Syratiof for P,
26 Plays .
35 Spire
46 Baronet
28 Things. in law. 37 Painful .
60 Poem
-'(abbe)
29 Snares
f2 A state
•
. 38 Forgive
31 Narrow
48 Faces of
(abbr
opening
39 Old name for
watches
33 Saint (abbr )
51 Gaelic
Spain
34 Permits
1--- '2 --1
• 1 $ .N.--•
7
36 God of love
8
to ---....;.:
9
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•
V
"
•ell 13
II
12
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II
44'
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:•&
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•••
4.: 72 73
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77 • •I 75
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...,:.
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'
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.:::: 33
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38 39
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1. 49
.4
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50
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65 Girl's name,
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private path
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World.War
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE
NOTICE
SERVICES OFFERED
HELP WANTED
SERVICES OFFERED
Another ViewQ
FORD
BOY'S CLOTHES,
DRY
type
one
row
corn
size 12,
In accordance with Kentucky
AVON PHRISTMAS earnings can
woman's suede leather coat with picker. Phone 435-4615, weekdays Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
help Make the holidays
Spiders
Termites
mink collar, size 10. All in good call after 4:00 p.m.
02C 25.200: Notice is hereby given
'happier for your entire family! Eat Your Home
condition. Phone 753-2565. 04P
that a report of final settlement of
MUST SELL four Beagles. 3
It's easy selling fine Avon
accounts was on September 25.
young males, 1 three year old
products from our irresistible
FOR RENT
1972 filed by James R. Hargrove,
female. $4.00 each. Phone 436ehristmas catalogs. Call now
Administrator
of
the
estate
of
•collect: Mrs. Glenda Duke, 1443TWO BEDROOM duplex apart- 5588 after 5:00 p.m.
02P Tellus B. Hargrove, Dec'd and
October 12C
'4465.
ment, central heat and air,
Carry Germs
that the same has been approved
carpet throughout, ceramic tile
by the Calloway County Court
bath, drop in range. Phone 753GET ID Of
and ordered filed to lie over for
7850 or 753-1585.
TFC
PESTS
exceptions. Any person desiring
WAITRESS
to
file
any
exception
thereto
will
About Our
WANTED
TWO BEDROOM furnished or
do so on or before October 23, 1972
Four rnoraing shifts
unfurnished apartment, central
or be forever barred. Witness my
each week, with option
heat and air. Good location.
hand this 25 day of September,
of 1 or 2 evenings adAvailable October 1. Phone 7531972.
ditionally.
4331. Do not be deceived! Termites wort 24 hours a
TFC
each
_By Marvin Harris
ww qt. s••..
•
f
County Court Clerk,
day the year round... Winter and Summer.
trrirr" 4 •
ONE BEDROOM furnished
Calloway
Co.,
Ky.
The Ledger & Times
apartment, lots of cabinets, builtBy: Judith Ainley, D.C. ITP
in range, all electric. One block
DAY YOU DELAY
7534953
•' /-'
Street
103
4th
N.
from MSU Sports Arena. Couples
In accordance with Kentucky
HAVE THEIR WAY"
BUGS
LETS
Murray, Ky.
only. No pets. Phone 753-3805.03C
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
SERVICE MAN for both gas and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
Phone 753-1916
NICE TWO bedroom mobile
diesel tractors, night job. Good
that a report of finalsettlement of
Ton Roe UI log Off -As ..eis roomed
home,2 miles South of Murray oni
7..
pay.
Want responsible person.
-1 accounts was on September 25,
•1572 Unital festoon Syndlcals,
641, or 4 room furnished apart- TRACTOR D-17 Allis Chalmers 1972 filed by Gracie Bucy &
Send resume to P.O. Box 32,C,
13th Street
Murray, Ky.
ment, 2
blocks from court with plow and cultivator. Phone Howard Bucy,Co-Administrators IIGOOD EVENING, MY FELLOW AMERICANS. Murray, Kentucky.
03C
square. Phone 763-4645 or 753- 753-1977.
- Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
02C of the estate of Kirby D. Bucy, UNACCUSTOMED A5 I AM ICI COMPLACENT
•
3347.
TFC
Dec'd and that the same has been
Years
Home Owned and Operated Over
SPEAKING --"
ONE HAND crafted Varmit rifle approved by the Calloway County
Kentucky
of
State
Licensed
by
THREE BEDROOM BRICK, 22-250 caliber, Varmit grade Court and ordered filed to lie over
partially carpeted, large bath, barrell. Birdseye maple and for exceptions. Any person
NOTICE
v Member Chambtr of Commerce •
NOTICE
outside storage, near university. laminated walnut stock. Phone desiring to file any exception
Phone 437-4719.
03C 753-5913.
- •-- OW thereto will do so on or before
YOUNG'S SEPTIC Tank Service, 'FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
HONDA 1969 CL-350,custom. Call October 23, 1972 or be forever
Kentucky. Cleaned and installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
Mayfield,
THREE ROOM furnished
Full Time
barred. Witness my hand this 25
753-0049.
02P
repaired-commercial or
apartment. Prefer couple. Phone
day of September, 1972.
107 So. 14th Street
residential. Grease traps, septic GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
Apply In Person
753-4716.
03C ZENITH Portabl!_television with
By Marvin Harris
tanks,cesspools, industrial waste Installation or rework. No job too
County
-remote control and stand. ExCourt
Clerk
at
disposal. Vacuum cleaned-all big or too small.Call for estimate
MOBILE HOME on Kentucky cellent condition. Large air Calloway Co., Ky.
'enclosed. Licensed and bonded. 436-2159, Jim.
through FRIDAY
Lake. Two bedrooms, air con- conditioner, 5 years old, good
October23P
By: Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP
Phone 247-7750 if no answer 247ditioned, completely furnished.
sewing
Daily
condition. Electric
p.m.
to
a.m.
5
7
October7C
7048.
Will rent by week or month.
machine, cabinet model. Phone In accordance with Kentucky
CUSTOM COMBINING, plus
EXPERIENCED
Phone 43;5-2284.
You
May
WAITRESSES,
TFC 753-6668.
Register
Your
Child
By
Phoning
753-9922
04C Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
hauling corn or beans. Phone 753•
full
time
and
part
time
,work.
25.200: Notice is hereby given
October25C
8090.
Must be neat and efficient. No PIANO TUNING-RepairCLEAN UP shop for rent near ONE ROW Ford corn picker. that a report offinal settlement of
NEED TO watch your weight? THE HAZEL PTC will sponsor a phone calls. Colonial House rebuilding. Prompt expert serMidway. Phole 753Phone 753-2350.
02C accounts was on September 25, Let shapernakers help you
lose turkey shoot, October 21. Watch Smorgasbord.
TFC vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt BARN PAINTING and com19'72 filed by Jack Hixon, AdOctober4C
5311.
pounds and inches fast. Call for paper for further details.
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer, mercial spraying. Local painter.
03C
ministrator
of
the
estate
of
Elmer
FEMALE CHIHUAHUA dog.
free
figure
Murray,
Kentucky. Phone 753- References. Free estimate.
analysis
and
conFURNISHED APARTMENT, Phone 436-2282.
OW T. Hixon, Dec'd and that the sultation, 753-2962. Shapemakers, NOW AVAILABLE,
8911.
October 11C Phone Farmington 382Business
same has been approved by the
clean with pleatant and quiet
COOK
October20C
2291
1
surroundings. Zimmerman TWO AKC registered Toy Poodle Calloway County Court and or- Route 3, Murray, Ky. Monday, loan available • for operation
Wednesday,
Friday,
8:00
WANTED
capital,
a.m.expansion,
etc.
Phone 1Apartments, South 16th Street. puppies, 7 weeks old. $60.00 each. dered filed to lie over for exOctober2C• 781-3430 or 1-842-3868.
Phone 753-6609.
October6C Also two nice AKC registered ceptions. Any person desiring to 7:00p.m.
02C
Experience not
female Pekingese breeders, file any exception thereto will do
necessary, but helpful.
TWO BEDROOM furnished $45.00 reach. Phone 753-4469 after so on or before October 23, 1972 or
Other Stuff to our
NOTICE
house,on lake. Phone 7536:00 p.m.
05C be forever barred. Witness my
Homemade Ice Cream
UNCLE WILLIE'S
TRIANGLE
6846.
hand this 25 day of September,
02C
Is like a T-Model Ford
TRADING POST now
1972
LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
LIVING ROOM suite, like new.
To a limosine
offers for sale name brand
INN
THREE BEDRCIOM trailer. Can Two electric ranges, dinette set,
By Marvin Harris
motor
oils.
53
cents
to
35
TRIANGLE INN
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
be seen at Hale's Trailer Court,
County Court Clerk,
753-4953
type washer. Must sell,
cents a can or in the case.
rl*c moving. Phone 753-8188.
phone 753-9867
Calloway Co., Ky.
03P
NASHVILLE,
TENN. Ph. 256-5847
Located on Highway 641, 4
By: Judith Ainley,
-1TP TO ALL concerned, friends and
miles
South
of
Murray,
EXTRA NICE -trailer, at
ST. LOUIS, MO.
,‘
#
- 4*
Ph. 621-2932
WANTED REGISTERED nurses
relatives, Marsha has come
Kentucky.
color TV,air conditioned, electric *
In accordance with ftentuclty home,--the-dishware_vi
or graduate L.P,N.Apply at West
heat. $100.00 per month, deposit *
Bione Or phone 753=
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and the babies have stopped crying. I
required. Phone 753-7358.
TFC
02C
25.200; Notice is hereby given promise to take Marsha to the FOR ALL your-auction sale neert 13134.
, JOHN'S REPAIR Service Flu(-THE.stone for your new
call Otto Chester's Auction
* Before Oct. 13 and I that a report of final settlement of Red Geranium in Canton every Service,
Phimbing-electrical-roofing and home. Let us build your fireplace.
435-4042.
Experienced,
accounts was on-September 25, week.
*Receive
Installation
for
cerpentry.
Phone 753-5897 days or Visit our showroom for ideas.
efficient
service.
Reasonable
WANT T() BUY
BEAUTY SHOP, completely
1972 filed by L O. Shelton, Jr.,
John
October3C
753-7625 nights.
TFC Stone Craft, 904 East Wood
rates.
October4P
furnished located 4 miles north of
Executor of the estate of Verna
Street, Paris,Tenn.,901-642Murray on 4-lane. Available Oct.
Shelton Edwards, Dec'd and that
1199.
October IIC
Muik Lessons
1. If interested call 753-0099. 02C
the same has been approved by
WORLD ElEcTRONICS
* or visit the Murray
•
Professional
teachers
of
the Calloway County Court and
"Our Speed Feedin"
307 N. 4th 7534091
* Cablevision Office in the
Piano,organ, vote, guitar,
BRAND NEW two-bedroom
RADIO, TELEVISION,
ordered filed to lie over for exCafeteria Line
* Bel Air Shopping Center
Call...
SMALL APPLIANCE
accordion,
drums and band
duplex. All large rooms. Garbage
Before Oct. 13 and
ceptions.
Feeds
Any
person
You
Fine,
desiring to
SALES 6,SERVICE
* on South 12th.
instruments.
J
&
B
Music
dispoaaL new :Tappan stove,and
file any exception thereto will do
In a lot less time
SPECIALIZING IN CS & CAR
Receive Installation for
SWIFT
Center, Murray, Ky. 753RADIO REPAIR
refrigerator furnished. Rent
-"son-or before October 23, lsn or
INN
7575.
reasonable. Available Sept. 30th.
be
forever
barred.
Witness my
BOSTON TERRIER bull dog, 2
Couple or couple with one child.
'hand this 25 day of September;
‘'KELLY'S TERMITE and Pes
years
mile.
old,
Also
one
BirdPhone 753-3951 before 8:110_
1972.-In accordance with Kentucky Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South WANT TO BUY good used
For All Your Roofing
dog, female, either Pointer or
visit the Murray
p.m.
. By Marvin Harris
TFC Setter. Phone 489-2553.
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and 1,3th Street. "Every day you motor and trailer. Bill Hooper,
03C
Cablevision
the
Office
in
& Guttering
County Court Clerk,
Aurora, Kentucky, -.phone 47425.200: Notice i, hereby given delay lets bugs have their'
Bel Air Shopping Center
TWO BEDROOM trailer, ca mile
Calloway Co., Ky.
that a report of fkal settlement of way."
TFC 2259.
02NC
GALI,IMORE'S Fruit Stand,
on South 12th.
from Murray. Phone 753By: Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP accounts on September 25, 1972
Puryear, Tenn. We have 100
7143.
04C
filed by Parvin Craig, Executor
pound pumpkins for sale. Also
WANT TO BUY electric sewing
We Guarantee Satisfaction
of the estate of John I. Craig,
AUTOS FOR SALE
apples and centenial sweet
machine with cabinet, good
UP FOR
You
If
Dec'd and that the same has been
REAL ESTATE 'FOR SALE potatoes. $3.50 per bushel. 03P
condition and reasonable. Phone
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING;
approvedty the Calloway County
02NC AUTOS WANTED Dealer wants carpets, floors, furniture and
435-5055.
THREE BEDROOM frame
automobiles
speed
model
late
4
-Court and ordered filed to lie over
Before Oct. 13 and
house, 1,2 baths, built-in range, BABY SWING-O-Matic. Like
and late Model'Cadillacs. Before wall cleaning. Ask about our
for exceptions. Any person
PhoWo
753-5091.
Phone
new.
03C
I!
Receive
Installation
for
refrigerator and air conditioner.
you sell or trade call 753-6344 housewide cleaning, weekly,
desiring to file any excepo,
Antique Clocks
Located on 1'1 acres land. On
anytime.
Cictoberl6NC bimonthly or monthly. Phone
thereto will do so on or befol
collect Servicernaster for free
back top road, 8 miles west of 14 USED storm windows, wood
clocks,
old
sell
and
buy
We
October
23,
1972
or be forever
estimate,247-7333. October13NC
• Before 5:00 p.m.
Murray. By appointment only. frames with glass and screen
parts.
1971
MAVERICK,
low
and
works
cases,
mileage,
barred. Witness my hand this 25
CALL 753-5005
Good condition. Phone
Phone 489-2669.
02C nserts.
Of
Over 150 in stock. We. one-owner. 6 cylinder automatic,
day of September, 1972.
• or visit the Murray
03C
53-2356 after 12:06 noon.
factory air. Phone 753-4563 days BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
• Cablevision Office in the
repair clocks. J & B'Music
By Marvin Harris
•
or after 5:00
a Bel Air Shopping Center
753-2667. 04C also bank gravel, fill dirt and
Center. 753-7575.
County Court Clerk,
PUPPIES,
OLLIE
weeks
old,
6
BY ,OWNER; four bedroom
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
t
i Son South 12th.
Between
5:00
p.m.
•
Calloway
Co.,
Ky.
11 breed. Males, $15.00,
hon*, with large den, large
By:
Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP
1971 DATSUN 1200 dark green, or 354-8161 after 6:00 p.m. TEC
& 6:00 p.m. In The
private patio, large utility roof'', emotes, $10.00. Phone Mrs. John
WANT TO BUY large coal stove. factory
air, excellent condition,
436-268.
Calhoon,
03C
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
04C low mileage. Phone 753-223
Evening
In accordance with Kentucky -1 & W Texaco. Jerry Ross and Phone 436-5615.
or PROFESSIONAL PAINTING,
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
Charles
managers.
Aldridge
If you know your route
SPINET-CONSOLE
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
piano
753-6532.
03C experienced in interior and ex,
and Middle Schools. Priced to
September
Opening
22.
Friday,
boy's number, please call
available to responsible persin in
25.200: Notice is hereby given
CARD OF THANKS
tenor. Fully equipped for all
sell. Bank loan available to right
Mercedes Benz,
hirrrlirst. If you get no
this vicinity. $31.80 will handle
that a report of final settlement of Speelializes in
1971 DATStIN 1200 Coupe, blue, 4 painting. Free estimates. Phone
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
air
results then call Jahn
The family of Claude B. White speed, mags, console and tach. 489-227.
with remaining balance on
accounts was on „September 25. Toyota and Volvo. Also-car
.9ctober17C
753-6342 nights.
TFC
Pasco , Jr. at the above
1972 filed by' Lee Wilson. conditioning and road service. wishes to thank the many neigh- Phone 753-1319 before 5:00 or 753smaller payments. Write Joplin
October
'437-9594,11ardin,
21C
Ky.
number during the hours
bors, relatives and friends for 7541 after 5:00 p.m.
Exetutor of the estate of Ralph
Piano,Joplin, Mo.64Z.01.
04P
06C ATTENTION HOME()wars: Let
listed
their kind expressions of symNotes, Dec'd and that the same
completely cover your home
If it's sandwiches you're
pathy at the death of our loved 1970 VW Squareback, air con- us
GOOD STURDY living room
has been approved by the
after
one. Especially do we want to ditioned, new tires, 37,000 miles. with Reynolds weather tight
we have them galore
suite, $60.00. Phone 753-1487 after
Calloway County Court and orFOR SALE
Hamburgers, steak sari
thank those whtiseal.foosl and the Price $1800.00. Phone 753-1585 aluminum siding. Also we "do
5:00p.m.
dered filed to-Tie over for ex040
dwiches
soffit( and overhangs on brick.
By Owner
many beautiful flowers, also the after 5:00p.m.
ceptions.
Any
person
slim
and
more
desiring
Urns
(co
-HEAVY DUTY tractor farm
.03C Storm windows & door, shutters
EXTRA NICE Trailer, 1968 Allen 2 wheel trailer. Steel frame file any exception thereto will do
choir, pallbearers and honoarary
and carports. Free estimates.
10'x51'. 1967 Richland 10'x46'. Air hinged. to permit • drive on so on or before October 23, 1972 or
pallbearers.
Call Garland's Aluminum Seronditioned, underpinned.. With loading, heavy wood bed, 6'x12'. be forver barred. Witness my .
We extend special 4ppreciation
PEST CONTROL
vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
electric poles. Priced for quick On good rubber. Phone 489-2405 hand this 25 day of Septembego H&R USED Furniture on 121 to Cy and Thelma Miller of the
Sedalia
328-8398.
Octottrr23C
7
:
Co
14
1c
4746..
ray
dr
d
amgiloecsd from Miller Funeral Home for their -AVERAGE
sale. Going out of business. Call or 489-2177.
2 baths, hying room,
03C 1972.
HOME sprayed f(lt
. HiloasadlOts4
753-448L
04C
By Marvin Harris
kind and courteous services. To $15.00. Six month guarantee. No
dining room, kitchen
furniture and lots of antiques. See Bro. Jim Baker,
1972 'NORRLS mobile horde,
County Court Clerk,
many, ,mallY monthly contract required. WILL DO any type of carpenter
us
for
your needs. Phone 753BELTONE FACTORY fresh. 12'x66" large expand°. Carpeted,
Calloway, Co., Ky.
thanks for his words of comfort Superior Exterminating Com- work, small or large
with lots of cabinets,
jobs. Free
hearihg aid batteries for all make air, washer, dryer, fireplace,
October 10P and prayers and help throughout pany, phone
By: Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP
753-7266. October20C estimate. Phone 753large der with
hearing aids. Wallts Drugs. 04C large porch, underpenned, torthe entire time of our gre'at
7955.
November2C
•
nado straps. Completely set up.
need.
fireplace, full basement
1TP
FOUND
&
LOST
,
Riviera
Montgomery Ward
Coets,753-3966.
03C OFFIcE SPACE FOR RENT
NEVER used anything like it,'
Priced to Sell at
'1703 Chestnut
CARPET-LINOLEUM insay users of Blue Lustre carpet
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Wednesday Only
LOST TWO black and white
REGISTERED
POLLED FOR RENT suite of officers:
Only: $21,000.00
stallations and repairs, all types.
cleaner. Rent e4eetric. sham,
hereford bull, ready for service. Adequate parking, 711 Main
female Begat puppies near Old
tO pvrcent oft all Returned
Residential or commercial. For
poo& $1. Big K, Betaire Shopping
Goods
Call 753-3953
on
plates
Also new yellow cop. Oury Street. Phone 753-7846, or 7531970 KAWASAKI SOO. Phone 753: Salem, wearing name
free estimate phone 436Center.
. °Pen 141,7:00 P
07C Lovins,
03P
8250.
phone 436-5324.
TFC collar. Phone 753-1734.
TFC
02C 1409.
2124.
November IC

,M1 11111P>
-Roaches

CALL

Aluminum Plates

Protect Your Home!

25#

TRIANGLE
INN

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
"EVERY

.te6$

100 S.

-7
Jack & Jill DayCare Center
IS NOW OPEN -MONDAY

HELP WANTED
Day Shift
Waitress

Jerry's

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

20

I

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

(

- DIRECT SERVICE -

* CABLEVISION*

*

Only 99'
CALL 753-5005

FMALL

IGN UP FOR
CABLEV1S10

,or

Only 99'
CALL 753-5005

Roofing Co.,

-

Phone 753-6311

IN

Miss Your Paper
753-19 16

CABLEVISION :
Only 99

753-7278

FOR SALE

4 Bedrodm
BRICK HOUSE

Work, War U battle-:
sh

•INK

411.,
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Comporting The Candidates
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Billington Speaks
To Pti Beta Lambda

Candidates Criticize
Each Other In Speeches

(Continued from Page 1)
holds who otherwise would not
"In this spIrhn the war
million men than we had to earn enough to stay off welfare
ends, amnesty should be grantcommand 12 million men at the ... The best job incentive is a
Bob Flillingtoh, Murray ined to those, who on the ground
end of World War II." -Wall job opening ..." -Wall Street of
surance representative, told
genuine conscience, have reStreet speech, Aug. 29, 1972,
Speech, Aug. 29, 1972.
members of Phi Beta Lambda By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
fused to participate in the Vieton and begin listening to
Welfare Reform
at Murray State University
Nixon: "Our opponents have
KeeRileky's Democratic and George McGovern and the rest
nain"tragedy, This, of course,
Nixon: "My program ... would not
proposed massive cuts in our
Thursday evening that no-fault Republican senatorial candiinclude deserters
of the Democratic candidates."
would place a floor beneath the who shouldinsurance "is just around the dates lashed out at each other
defense budget which would
as they have alMeanwhile, in Eastern Kenincome
of all American fami- ways been-be tried
corner in the insurance field." in different parts of the state
have the inevitable effect of
on a casetucky,
Nunn criticized the curlies not able to adequately sup- by-case basis
snaking the United States the
Speaking at a regular over the weekend:
by the military
rent Democratic state adminisport themselves. Its payments courts."-Issu
second strongest nation it) the
4 meeting of the Murray State
Democratic state Sen. Walter tration for a "rob-Petet-topaye papers, Sept. 8,
would vary, according to fami- 1972.
world.
chapter of the professional (pee) Huddleston told Ken- Paul maneuv
er" by treating
"For the United States to un- ,ly size and resources, from a
business fraternity, he ex- tucky Young Democrats in the coal severa
Abortion
nce tax as a reilaterally reduce its strength ininimum of $1,600 to a maxpressed a preference for no- Louisville that he doesn't think placem
Nixon: "From personal and
ent
removing some
for
imuin
of $3,600. The basic bene- religious beliefs,
with the naive hope that other
fault insurance legislation at Kentucky voters "approve of of
I consider
the tax from food and gronations would dolikewise would fit for a.fainily of four with no abortion anstinacceptable form
the state level. He explained Ibuie B. Nunn."
ceries.
income
increase the danger of war in other
would
that under the concept every
be of population control. Further,
Huddleston charged that his
Nunn and other GOP officials
$,400.
"-Welfare message to unrestricted abortio
the world ... we have cut
car
owner
must have Republican opponent has "hid- zeroed in on
n policies,
the severance tax
spending ... defense now takes Congress, March 27, 1972.
automo
bile
insuran
ce.
or Abortion on demand, I canden" names of campaign con- at a $100-a-plate dinner Satur-"We are faced this year not square with
the lowest percentage of our
A
question-artd-answer tributors and said voters "don't
my personal
day night on behalf of 7th Disnational product in 20 years ... with, the 'choice between the belief in the sanctity of human
session followed his presen- approve of his refusing to make
trict GOP aitigressional candiSpending what we need on de- 'work ethic' that built this na- life. For surely the unborn
tation.
Randy Oliver., a Prin- public his financial records of date Robert Holcom
have
b.
fense will cost us money. tion's character and the new rights al-so ..."-San Cleceton senior, is president of the the years.when he was goverHolcomb charged that his
Spending less than we need 'welfare ethic' that could cause mente, Calif., April 3, 1971.
Phi Beta Lambda chapter at nor, and they don't approve of
Democratic opponent, incould cost us our lives or qui- that American character to
Murray State.
McGovern: "They say that I
him distorting and evading the cunibent Rep. Carl Perkin
s
freedom." -,AcCeptancre weaken."-Labor Day inessage, am advocating federal
real issues of the campaign."
action to
"gutted Eastern Kentucky by
speech, Miami Beach, Aug. 23, Sept. 3, 1972.
set aside all restrictions on
Iluddleston said he would framing and jamming,
through
McGovern:,"Tlie best answer abortion.
1972.
personally like, to see a more Congress the federal
That's a lie, and my
Coal Mine
to
welfare
is
work ... Within critics know it is a
-"I'never have gambled(Conti
fair
nued
from
tax
structu
re and increased Health and Safety Act."
Page 1)
lie. The
and I never will gamble-with the next three years by guaran- states have sole jurisdi
ction
The Republicans spoke at a
financing. This is spending job opportanities.
the safety of-the American teeing jobs I think we can over abortion. I have
"And I want the Vietnam war dinner given by the Coal
never admoney
not
obtaine
Operfrom
d
reach
taxes.
the
point
.people under a false banner of
where 3I'i mil- vocated federal action to repeal
Tremendous sums must be ended-we've fulfilled our com- ators and Associates, a group
economy." -Chicago. Aug. 23, lion Americans are living on those la ws."-Speec
h,Fremont,
borrowed for this _purpose, mitment, and it's time to come of small mine operators mostly
the earnings of bread winners
1972.
Neb., May 6, 1972.
home."
in Eastern Kentucky. Holcomb
creatin
g the most terrifying tax
rather
than
living on welfare.
Jobs
-"I do not believe in aborAlso speaking at the Young is also a coal operato
eater
of
r
all time.. the fantastic,
i Labor Department figures
-We should expand Social Se- tion on demand. But I do be- CRIES BITTERLY -- Mrs. Minnie
Nunn said the severance tax
horrifying National Debt." You Democrats'dinner meeting SatLee Gartley cries
show 3.3 per cent of the work curity to over
after
urday
was
Lt.
Gov.
3 million people lieve that each person . should being informed during a dispute that she could not bitterly
Julian
Carwound up creating a hardship
take her soni know, the guy makes sense.
immediately on a prearranged vacatio
force was jobless when 'Nixon who otherwise
n, Thursday in
roll who urged Democrats to on the miner.
would be on wel- be free to decide what personal Airlines System
(SAS) plane which landed at Kennedya Scandinavia
took office in January, 1969. fare. At a net
Airport. Her
cost of $3 billion course to take .... in keeping son, Navy Lt. i.g. Mark Gulley, 28, right tries to
He also contended that he
Lonesome man advertised for "quit listening to Richard Nixconsole her.
The unemployment rate sub- from general revenu
Lt. Gartley, a Navy pilot who has been held
es, Social with state laws."-Issue paper, was
prisone
r
had found more Democrats fafor
four
a
-wife
years,
and he got ever 200
born
in Mayfield twenty-eight years ago,
segnently climbed to around 6 Securit
Sept.
the
8,
1972.
son of Mr. arid Mrs.
y would then. provide
Gerald Gartley. Mrs. Gridley is the
voring him during his swing
former Minnie Lee Ligon, replies from men saying "You
per cent and stayed there for 18 coverage for the
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Marijuana
aged, the blind
through
Markham Ligon, of the Burnetts
can
Eastern Kentucky than
have
mine";
months despite a rise in the and for disable
Chapel
ity in south Graves County. She
/Continued from Page 1)
d Americans and • Nixon: "I am against legal- Murray commun
is a graduate of
had been for him when he ran
State College. The Gartleys now reside
tate number of jobs. Recently a monthly paymen
in
izing
Duoedin,
marijuana ... With re- where she teaches school.
t of at least
Fellow says that.
.husband to the Carter ear was Co the for governor. He added that he
it began to decline, and latest $150 would be
spect to the penalties on mariprovided ...
feels President Nixon needs the
hunting is probably the only front end, police said.
figures put it at 5.6 per cent for
"... We should assist as gen- juana, that is a matter which I
One person was injured in a backing of a Republican senasport in which the animal that
August.)
erously as we can the 12 mil- do think is open to a national
- gets caught has to buy the two-car collision Friday af- tor and criticized Huddleston as
Nixon: "More Americans lion people, largely
dependent recommendation with regard to
ternoon at 12th and Story. Cars "inexperienced."
license.
have jobs now than ever be- children and mother
s, outside more uniform standards. In
involved were driven by Guy W.
fore, 211 milhon more than a Social Securit
some
states they are extreinely
y, who are not
year ago, with jobs being able to work ...
A student, registering for Stinson, 1707 Calloway, and
we should be strict, and in other states they
school, filled out a card asking, Robert L. Bazzell, 907 Waldrop,
created at the fastest rate in 20 able to set an
annual minimum are quite lax. I believe that a
among
years ..." -Labor Day Ad- of approximately
other
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.. anti-war
things according to police.
$4,000 in cash penalty in some instances can
activists.
"Nickn
dress, Sept. 3, 1972.
ames
Navy
other
or
names
Lt.
by
Mark
L. Gartley,
and food stamps for a family of have a detrimereal effect on
OffiCials at the Balboa Naval
Mrs. Willie Mae Bazzell, a
which you receive mail." His
-"We expect that the rapid four with no other
the first of the three recently Hospital
achievi
ng
our
in San Diego said
goal."-News
income who
apassenger in the Bazzell car,
"Occup
answer
expansion of the economy is go- are unable
release
ant."
d
Americ
an
pilots
to
Charles would be released
to work."-Wall conference, May 1, 1972.
'kiistinned an injury to the left
ing to reflect itself in reducing Street, New
hold a news conference in the today and
York, .Aug. 29,
continue seeing docknee, according to police.
unemployment cells, not as fast 1972. i
Later,
Nixon rejected rec- United States, says his tors as an
With this address
outpatient.
Officers said the Stinson car
Two fellows who had never
ommendations of the National treatment in a North Vietna- --Elias
as we would like, but in reduc- McGovern
scrapped a muchwas in a hospital at been anywhere
Mrs. Vannie Grogan of
was headed north on 12th and
Commission on Marijuana and mese prisoners of war camp
were
ing them through the fall and criticized
on
a
train
Maxwell Atrztuarge._ Base near
proposal to give $1,for the first time, on their way the Bazzell car was headed Murray Route Three sucDrug Abuse, most of whose was "humane."
winter months. As far as addi- 000 a
year in taxable grants to
Montgomery, Ala.
an army camp for military south on 12th when the collision cuellsed Sunday at 5:40 p.m. at
members he had appointed. It
tional actions are concerned, every
Gartley told newsmen Sunday
At his news conference, GarAmerican.)
the Convalescent Division of the
service. A food salesman came occurred.
unanimously urged an end to that conditions in the camp had tley
we do not contemplate any at
said the first thing he wanAmnesty'
Damage to the Stinson car Murray-Calloway County
through the car selling bananas.
criminal penalties for smoking improved and were "much betthis time." •• -Acceptance
ted to do was to contact the
Nixon: "I, for one, would be
The two decided to buy some of was to the right side, and Hospital. She was 86 years of
marijuana, but not for growing ter now" than they were when familie
speech, Miami Beach. Aug. 23, very liberal
s of men who were priswith regard to amage and her death followed an
the
or selling it.) .
strange fruit. One bit into a damage to the Bazzell car was
1972.
he
was
first
impri.
veed after oners with him to
nesty, but not while there are
extended- illness:
reassure
banana as the train entered a to the front end, police said.
McGovern: "... A more being shot down in 198.
McGovern: "I will take Amerigans
them that their loved ones were
in Vietnam fighting
The deceased was the wife of
tunnel. "Have you et yours
promising route (than present
The last accidenref the day
whatever steps are necessary to serve their
"My treatment during cap- not being mistrea
country and not laws)
ted.
yet?" he asked his companion. occurred Friday at 10:10 p.m. Ewing Grogan who died
might be to regulate ture has been humane," he
to guarantee a job opportunity while POWs
are held by North mariju
November 17, 1948. She was
ana alongthe same lines said. "I have not been mis"None, why?" "Well, don't.,I et on 641 South. Cars involved
ever"manand women in Vietnam
born July 29, 18116: in Calloway
s.-Afteistleal...n will -as_alc
were
driven,
by
Aaron Dobbs,
one bite and went blind."
uhol; while.continelpgaa-id treated. Prisons anywhere in
America who is able to work consider
it, but it would have to
Jr. of Paris, Tenn.. and County and was the daughter of
expanding educational pre-- The WOrttrare- rsu bat- of-roses,be on the basis of paying the
Kathrine E. Fitzhugh of Paris, the late J.A. Willoughby and
-Warns aimed at discouraging. This was no exception.
"I have previously urged a price, of course,
that anyone its
Malissia Hutchens Willoughby.
acsoi
dina to
use."-Congressional
$10 billion federal investment in should pay
"But when you take into "ac—
for violating the law
Strretrursaaresoneaelatighters
Kathrine Fitzhugh and.Hilton
Record, Feb. 15, 1972, later count the standard of living in
new jobs through government ..."-Televis
ion interview,
Funeral services for Herman
Mrs.
J.0 (Clarice) McDaniel of
Barnes
,
modified.
passen
a
contracts with private industry. Jan. 2,
ger,.
the
were
country
in which we were
1972.
McElrath, native of Murray,
admitted to the Murray- Murray Route Three; three
Our highest economic priority
-"I
confine
oppose
(Conti
am
d
to
d
and
nued
the
from
examin
legalPage
1)
the
e
consay, pay a penalty, othCalloway County Hospital for sons, Newman Grogan, 1624
ization. of marijuana. I support ditions, you'd have to say we are being held today at one p.m. by pushing through a
is the lowest possible employ- ers paid
two-cent
with their lives."observation, according to Hamilton, Muray,_
John D.
the recommendations of Presi- were treated very well," Gar- .at-the_rhapel of the Hancock sales tax hike in 1968.
ment.
News conference,,Aug.29, 1972.
'•
'Funeral Home, Paducah, with
Grogan -of Murray Route Three,
hospital officials.
dent Nixon's Commission on tley said.
We should enforce the job
Meanwh
ile,
groceri
at
es SunMcGovern: -When this war
Rev. H. Joseph Franklin ofPolice said the two cars were and .B.C. Grogan, 1614 West
Marijuana. That is, nrivate poscreation of a full-employment ends our
Gartley spoke for about 25
day most merchants reported
most urgent task as a
Murray; five grandtraveling north on 641 when the
session and use of marijuana minutes in a conference at St. ficiating.
economy by providing useful nation will
only
minor
delays,
despite
be to reconcile the should
Burial will be -in the Oak
collision occurred. Damage to children, J.D. Grogan, Glen
be made a misdemeanor Albans Naval Hospital in New
public seri:dee lobs to as many difference betwee
some
minor
confusi
on on the
n us and heal not involvi
Grogan, and Mrs. Jerry (Judy
ng a jail sentence. -I- "York . City, -Then he left for Grove Cemetery there.
as a million heads of house- the wounds left
part of consumers as to which the Dobbs car was to the front
behind.
have supported and will contin- Jacksorraille, Fla., where he en, .McElrath, a resident of 307 items are and are
end,
and
damag
e
•
to
the
Fit- Wallace, all of Murray, Bob
not taxable.
ue to support the strict enforce- tered another Naval hospital South 10th Street, Paducah, The sales tax came
zhugh car was to. the rear end, McDaniel and Steve Grogan,
off most
died Thursday at four a.m. at
both of Murray Route Threea.
ment of laws against the sale of -for further fests.
according to police.
",
his home. He had beep a foods purchased for home cooksix
great grandchildren.
marijuana,especially in minors
Two
acciden
ts
occurr
Navy officials declined to say
ed in the
ing and consumption, but reMrs. Grogan was a member
... A McGovern administration how long Gartley would remain resident of Paducah for 20 years mained on candie
_eitt_brt Sunday, according to
and
s
other
WASHINGTON (API-President Nixon scheduled
and was a Member of the
two Will provide funding for various at the hospital.
police. The first collision ot- of the Temple _Hill _United_
meetings today with Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyk
Washington Street Baptist sweets, confectioneries, soft chrred at 2:04 pits,
o. programs for drug treatment,
on the 121 Methodist Church . where
The other two released pilots,
drinks
and
some
other
items.
The subjects, were expected to range from treatment of Russia
n drug prevention and a tough Navy Lt. (j.g.) Norris Charies Church.
Bypass. Cars involved ,were funeral services will be held
Several
large
food
store
Jews to trade matters to East-West relations in Europe
He is survived by a sister,
and __crackdown
on
drug and Air Force Maj. Edward - K.
chains spent from $250,000 to driven by Hallie M. Guinn, of Tuesday at two p.m. with Rev.
possibly Vietnam.
traffickers."-Position paper, Elias, have also been un- Mrs. Ethel Simmons. of $300,000 for new cash registe
Paris, Tenn., and- Joseph D. A.M. Thomas officiating.
Administration officials said the Soviet foreign minister and
rs
Paducah, and one great
the Sept. 8, 1972.
Active pallbearers,. will be
Scott,
of Hazel, according to
dergoin
g
tests
since
that
subtota
their
taxable
rel
items sepPresident would deal largely with two matters-commercial
nephew, Walter L. Foulkes, Jr.,
J.D.
Grogan, Glen Grogan,
police
reports
turn
Busing
.
home
the.
in
arately
company of of Gary,
from non-taxable foods.
relations and the Europe_a-n question
Ind.
Nixon: "In March I proposed
Officers said the vehicles ,Jerry Wallace, Bob McDaniel,
to Congress two bills to stop exwere both headed east on High- Steve Grogan, and Larry
SAIGON 1 AP)-U.S..and South Vietnamese officials
reported cessive busing. I proposed
way
121 when the collision Roberts.
TAXA
BLE
ITEMS
heavy blows by U.S. warplanes against North Vietnam's HanoiHonorary pallbearers will be
these bills because education,
occurred. Damage to the Guinn
Haiphong corridor and 100 enemy attacks across South
Vietnam, not transportation, is the name
car was to the rear end, and Vernon, Grogan, Frank, Hollis,
The items listed below will continue to be
sthe biggest upsurge in more than two months.
subject to Kentucky sales tax
of the game. Busing forced by
damage to the Scott car was to and Bill Roberts, Denny Smith.
after taxes on food arelifted:
Elsewhere, Maj. Gen. Alexander M. Haig, a
special a cOurt to achieve an arbitrary
the front end, according to Charlie Lassiter, Tellous Mcrepresentative of President Nixon, conferred with South
Viet- racial balance is wrong ..."Alcoholic beverages
-Dougal, Harley Williams, Bill
police.
unless
sold
for
cooking
namese President Nguyen Van Thieu for 2'e hours'today in a
Pet foods and supplies
Candy & confectionery
wide Detroit, Aug. 24, 1972.
Bailie Guinn was treated for Miller, Matt Gibbons, Huron
purposes
Soap & soap products
review of the political and military situation in Indochina.
Candied
apples'
Household supplies (brooms .
an injury to the neck and Jeffrey, Martin Bailey, Garnett
McGovern: "With the exSoft drinks, sodas &
Caramel coated popcorn
mops,etc.)
ception of his failure to end the
Mildred Roberts, also of Paris Morris. and Boyce Jones.
similir beverages
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Senate today considers a move
Chewing gum
Ice
to war, there ia no darker chapter,
Tobacco products
was treated for an injury to the
Interment will be in the
Chocolate covered nuts
shelve welfare reform for two years while tests are run on
Liver
oils,
such
as
cod
Tonics
three in the presidency of Richard
neck, according to offitials
Temple Hill Cemetery with the
Cocktail (dry or liquid I mixes
plans for aiding families with dependent children.
and halibut
of
Toothpaste
the Murray Calloway
Nixon, than his exploitation of
Dietary supplements in
Lozenges
Adoption of that amendment probably would set the stage
County arrangements by the BlalockVitamins
•
for the emotion surrounding busany form
Celeinan Funeral Home where
Hospital.
Non-pres
crtption
medicines
Senate passage of the big Social Security-welfare bill this
Water
including
mineral,
Glazed or crystallized fruit
week. ing_ He is using the issue to obPaper products
The last accident occurred friends may call.
bottled carbonated & soda
That would leave next week for a Senate-House confere
nce to scure his total failure to check
Sunday at 2:25 p.m. at the income up with a final version of the billisefore the expected
ad- the rapid slide in the quality of
tersection '•-tif
NONTAXABLE FOOD
12th
journment of Congress.
and
our nation's schools
Sycamore. One , person
Dewas
Following is a list of food items that, accord
injured, according to police.
MOSCOW ( API-A veteran Russian cosmonaut says that the troit, Sept. 22,,1972.
ing to the Kentucky
Department of Revenue, will be exempt from the
Cars involved were driven by
first Soviet-American manned space venture will last three days
state's 5 per cent sales tax
effective Oct. 1 when purchased at grocery
William
A. 13eckley, -of Paris.
and include a 48-hour linkup of the spaceships and an exhcarrge
storess
of
and Stephen W. Carraway,
crews.
Route Two, according a..)_ acBaby foods
Vladimir Shatalov, commander of two Soviet manned flights,
Fruit Juices
Popcorn
Bakery products
cident reports,
disclosed the plan in a report released Sunday by Tass, the Soviet
Gelatin
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